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Abstract 

This thesis describes several ways in which to manipulate ultrasound by means of Fabry-Pérot 

resonant acoustic metamaterials (AMMs), Fresnel-type lenses and phononic crystals (PCs). 

These can be used to obtain properties such as sound focussing or sub-wavelength imaging in 

water, which are highly desirable characteristics in several applications such as biomedical 

imaging and flaw detection. The metamaterials and the other structures described in this thesis 

were mostly additively manufactured, with the further aim of validating the different layer-by-

layer fabrication methods to build them.  

Experiments were conducted in a water tank and results were compared to numerical 

predictions obtained through Finite Element Modelling (FEM). Several tests on AMMs in the 

form of flat plates with periodic arrays of square holes were carried out. It was found that the 

use of tungsten to additively-manufacture patterned holey plates can lead to resonances in each 

channel, allowing sub-wavelength imaging below the conventional resolution limit. Periodic 

metamaterials are usually narrowband, but, in this work, irregularities due to additive 

manufacturing were seen to extend the bandwidth of usage, which can be useful in many 

applications. 

The concept of trapping air within a polymer shell for use in a metamaterial device will be 

described. Trapped air holey metamaterials were found to exhibit sub-wavelength imaging 

properties, leading to comparable performance with respect to metal metamaterials for a much 

lower fabrication cost. Moreover, the trapped-air concept was also applied to Fresnel-type 

lenses, leading to the possibility of focusing ultrasound in water using air volumes trapped 

within a polymeric shell.  

Additionally, additively-manufactured metallic two-dimensional PCs made of periodically 

arranged cylinders were investigated. These structures can block acoustic signals over a range 

of different frequencies, creating bandgaps. Other properties can arise from the periodicity of 

scatterers, such as negative refraction and sound focussing. Two properties of additively-

manufactured PCs, namely bandgaps and negative refraction, were compared to 

conventionally-manufactured ones to show similarities and differences. An additively-

manufactured crystal was then numerically simulated and tested to investigate its sound 

focusing properties.  This led to the validation of selective laser melting as an additive-
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manufacturing technique to fabricate PCs for use in water in the hundreds of kHz frequency 

range.  

It is expected that future advancements in additive-manufacturing resolution will stretch the 

present fabrication limits, making acoustic metamaterials even better candidates for 

applications in Nondestructive Testing, diagnostic medical ultrasound, and sensing. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Discovery and development of ultrasound 

This thesis describes numerical simulations and experiments performed on different structures 

employed to modify ultrasonic fields. Sound can be defined as a set of pressure oscillations: 

young, healthy human ears can detect from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, in the so-called audible frequency 

range. Outside of this domain are infrasound, at less than 20 Hz, and ultrasound, above 20 kHz. 

Ultrasound is used for a plethora of applications such as medical imaging [1], distance 

measurement [2], Non Destructive Testing and Evaluation (NDT&E) [3], material 

characterisation [4], industrial cleaning [5] and atomisation of particles [6]. In this thesis, 

ultrasonic waves interact with acoustic metamaterials (AMMs), studied, simulated and tested 

for mainly focussing and imaging purposes. This includes the design and realisation of 

structures that can focus, attenuate, shape, or even optimise an ultrasonic field. A definition 

and a brief historical overview of metamaterials will be given in Section 1.2. 

Many scientists contributed to the discovery and development of ultrasound. In 1793, 

Spallanzani [7] demonstrated how bats used ultrasonic echolocation to measure distances and 

avoid obstacles by blindfolding them in a room full of bells, which were easily dodged during 

movement. Later on, at the end of 19th century, Pierre and Jacques Curie discovered the 

piezoelectric effect [8]. They noticed a fundamental relation between stress and electricity in 

piezoelectric materials: compression generated an electric field. This phenomenon is 

reversible: applying a time-varying electric field across a piezoelectric material produced 

vibrations. This reverse piezoelectric effect is used in the generation of ultrasonic waves in 

transducers.  

The evolution of transducers was entwined with important events of the 20th century, from the 

sinking Titanic to the World Wars, where there was a need to intercept war communications in 

the rush for a technologic advantage. Iceberg detection was achieved using one of the world’s 

first underwater microphone - a hydrophone - in 1914 [9]. In parallel to these events, the 

generation of ultrasound evolved with SONAR (SOund Navigation And Ranging) when 

submarine detection became a priority [9].  From the 1950s onward, the use of ultrasound for 

medical diagnostics is continuously increasing, especially for obstetrics [10], cardiology [11] 

and oncology [12].  
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Ultrasound is widely used nowadays for human health monitoring: it has been proved that it 

can obtain comparable results to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) for some applications 

[13]. Ultrasonic signals are also applied to NDT&E measurements of pipe thickness to detect 

corrosion [14], for defect detection and characterisation [15–17][18–20]. Continuous NDT&E 

quality control can guarantee measurable safety levels in numerous areas, such as alimentary 

industry [21] or grain structure control in metals [22]. Most ultrasound applications are rapidly 

evolving in parallel with improvements in manufacturing and computing power.  

Acoustic metamaterials, Fresnel-type lenses and phononic crystals, which are the three types 

of structures analysed in this thesis, can contribute to tailor the pressure fields for many 

ultrasonic applications. 

 

1.2 Introduction to acoustic metamaterials, Fresnel-type lenses and phononic crystals 

The word “metamaterial” literally means “beyond a material”. Walser coined this term [23], 

defined as man-made heterogeneous device capable of extraordinary properties which cannot 

be obtained with a common bulk material. As this is a relatively young field of research, the 

definition of metamaterials has continuously evolved. For example, metamaterials have been 

defined as “composite media based on a periodic array of interspaced conducting nonmagnetic 

split ring resonators and continuous wires” [24]. Split ring resonators are a type of 

electromagnetic metamaterial made of periodic non-magnetic metal patterns printed on a 

circuit board, designed to obtain a peculiar electromagnetic response [25]. This highlights how 

the first metamaterials were periodic electromagnetic structures, but then the definition evolved 

again. As described in [26], it is possible to classify metamaterials as electromagnetic, 

thermodynamic, acoustic, elastodynamic and quantum-mechanical, each of them achieving 

unique properties in their respective area. This thesis focuses on acoustic metamaterials. 

Acoustic metamaterials are usually repetitive structures which can be used to manipulate 

sound. They have been shown to exhibit extraordinary properties, namely negative index of 

refraction [27–29], negative effective parameters [29,30], perfect lensing effect [31], sub-

wavelength imaging [32–35], evanescent waves amplification [36], extraordinary sound 

absorption [37], acoustic cloaking [38] and acoustic levitation [39]. Sub-wavelength imaging 

is the most important one for this work. 

Fresnel-type lenses are the second device of interest in this thesis, employed to focus 

ultrasound. These have also been shown capable of extraordinary properties in air [40], but, in 
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the current state-of-art, there are no examples of additively-manufactured flat Fresnel-type 

lenses focusing ultrasound in water with trapped air inside. A set of flat Fresnel-type additively-

manufactured lenses made of polymer are shown to focus ultrasound in water in this thesis.   

Phononic crystals (PCs) are also of interest. They are made of regularly spaced scatterers, such 

as cylinders, surrounded by a solid or fluid matrix, in this case water. Three of their properties 

were analysed in this work, namely bandgaps [41][42], negative refraction [27] and sound 

focusing [27]. Other properties include slow wave effects [43] and sub-wavelength imaging 

[44]. 

Some reviews have included phononic crystals in the category of acoustic metamaterials 

(AMMs) [43], others have not [45]. In this thesis, phononic crystals will be referred to as PCs, 

and will not be called AMMs for the sake of clarity. 

 

1.3 Thesis goals 

The main reason why AMMs, Fresnel-type lenses and PCs are studied is that they are 

extraordinary passive devices which can be used to manipulate the ultrasonic field. They can 

benefit multiple applications such as biomedical imaging or NDT&E, amongst others. The aim 

is to demonstrate that additive-manufacturing techniques, such as selective laser melting for 

metals or micro-stereolithography for polymeric resins, are suitable for fabricating three 

different types of structures of interest for use in water. In particular: 

1. Acoustic metamaterials in the form of Fabry-Pérot resonant acoustic metamaterials 

(AMMs) have been modelled, additively-manufactured, experimentally measured, 

shown to exhibit resonances in their acoustic response, and sub-wavelength imaging 

properties. This has included both metallic structures and those based on polymers with 

a new trapped air concept. 

2. Fresnel-type lenses were simulated, additively-manufactured and experimentally 

measured to demonstrate their ability to create a focus. 

3. Lastly, phononic crystals (PCs) bandgaps, negative refraction and sound focusing 

properties were predicted and experimentally measured. Results obtained using a 

conventional machined PC were compared to an additive-manufactured replica to show 

differences and similarities. 
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1.4 Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 describes ultrasound transmission in water.  Chapter 3 reports a theoretical 

background and numerical simulations on metal AMMs, followed by Chapter 4, detailing 

experiments on metal metamaterials.  In Chapter 5, the concept of trapping air within 

metamaterial structures for sub-wavelength imaging is described. This is followed by a 

theoretical background on Fresnel-type lenses in Chapter 6, where the concept of trapping air 

in a lens to focus ultrasound in water is presented. The aim of Chapter 7 is to give a theoretical 

background on PCs, along with numerical simulations and experiments to show their 

properties, namely bandgaps, negative refraction and sound focusing. The concluding Chapter 

8 describes the main novelties presented in this thesis and suggests future work to expand on 

this research. 
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2.1 Introduction to ultrasound transmission in water 

This Chapter describes the main phenomena controlling ultrasound transmission in water. The 

concepts covered here are necessary to understand the theoretical background and the 

experiments performed on the three structures of interest, AMMs, Fresnel-type lenses and PCs. 

 

2.2 Sound waves propagation 

Sound is a pressure wave that can propagate through a medium causing some molecules to be 

locally compressed and others to be rarefied. An easy-to-visualize example is a monochromatic 

plane wave travelling in a lossless fluid in one-dimension, as the one shown in Fig. 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1: An ideal planar monochromatic wave travelling towards x direction. 

The perturbation displaces the medium molecules, locally undergoing a change in pressure Δp. 

Similarly to other wave phenomena, particles vibrate around an equilibrium position, on 

average. The maximum movement is proportional to the wave amplitude Δpmax, measured in 

Pascals (Pa). Positive pressures correspond to compressed zones while negative pressure zones 

are rarefied. The wave oscillation is defined by the period T, the frequency f = 1/T and the 

wavelength λ. In a solid, the displacement of the particles can be parallel or orthogonal to the 

wave direction [1], generating, respectively, longitudinal or transverse waves. While the former 

can propagate in any media, the latter can only travel in solids. The speed of sound of 

longitudinal (cL) and shear (cS) waves can be calculated using Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2: 

 

�� = � 	 
1 − �� 
1 + � 
1 − 2�     (2.1) 

�� = � 	2� 
1 + �     (2.2) 

 

where Y is Young’s modulus measured in Pa,  is the Poisson’s ratio and ρ is the volumetric 

density. Young’s modulus is the ratio between tensile stress (force per unit area) and axial 

stress in the linear elastic region of a material. Poisson’s ratio measures the negative ratio of 

transverse strain to axial strain.  
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2.3 The speed of sound in water 

The speed of sound in water was measured with a transducer for the first time at the beginning 

of the 19th century to be 1435 ms-1 [2]. This value changes with frequency, water chemical 

composition, and mostly temperature. A speed of sound in water of 1480 m/s will be used 

throughout this thesis, which is the value reported in [3] for 20 °C, assumed as the average 

temperature of water during experiments. 

 

2.4 Attenuation in water 

As a pressure wave travels, a part of its energy is converted into heat due to the frictional 

motion of particles around their position of equilibrium. The amount of energy transformed 

into heat per meter depends upon the propagation medium, frequency and viscosity [3]. 

Attenuation is measured in dB/m loss, and it causes an exponential energy reduction, as in Eq. 

2.3: 

 

�� = �� ⋅ �����     (2.3) 

    

where Ix is the wave intensity at a distance x, I0 the input intensity and µc is a coefficient that is 

a function of the frequency. µc takes into account losses due to molecular friction (dependent 

upon viscosity, density and temperature), and losses from scattering (dependent upon the type 

of scatterers). The concept of scattering will be explained in Section 2.6. Attenuation can also 

be employed for applications such as characterisation of fluid mixtures [4].  

 

2.5 Phenomena at an interface between two different media 

When acoustic waves travel from one medium to another, multiple phenomena are to be 

considered. 

 

2.5.1 Reflection and transmission  

To understand what happens to an ultrasonic perturbation at an interface, it is common practice 

to define the acoustic impedance Z as in Eq. 2.4: 

 

� =  � �     (2.4) 
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where Z is measured in kgm-2s-1, sometimes defined as Rayls. This definition is valid under 

plane wave approximation. When a plane wave impacts normally at an interface between two 

homogeneous media, part of its energy is reflected back and part of it is transmitted through, 

as illustrated in Fig. 2.2: 

 
Figure 2.2: Incident, reflected and transmitted waves.   

Reflected and transmitted amount of energy are represented by their respective coefficients, 

which are proportional to the acoustic impedance mismatch between the two media (Z1 and 

Z2). Let us define: 

 

�� = ��� − � �� + � ! 
 

    (2.5) 

 

 

"� = 4��� 
�� + � �      (2.6) 

 

where Rc is the reflection and Tc is the transmission coefficient. Thus, choosing a bulk material 

with large acoustic impedance mismatch with water causes a significant fraction of energy to 

be reflected back at the water-solid interface. This is essential when designing Fabry-Pérot 

resonant holey metamaterials in the form of periodically-perforated plates, as they should 

ideally funnel energy in the holes and reflect the perturbation at the bulk interface. The reason 

behind this is that water-filled holes are supposed to resonate together; sound coupling in the 

bulk structure would alter the acoustic response. 
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Since most acoustic metamaterials in this work were additively-manufactured, acoustic 

impedance Z is subject to slight variations as irregularities in the resultant bulk material can 

modify the acoustic transmission properties.  

 

2.5.2 Refraction at an interface 

If a wave is incident upon an interface at an incident angle θ, Snell’s Law [5] dictates the 

refraction angle β, as in equation (2.7): 

 $%&'$%&( = ���      (2.7) 

 

where c1 and c2  are the speed of sound in the two media. A schematic is given in Fig. 2.3. 

  
Figure 2.3: Illustration of Snell’s law. 

Further complications can arise when longitudinal waves are converted into shear waves and 

vice versa [6]. This can happen, for example, when a plane wave travelling in water refracts at 

a metal surface. Shear waves are not supported in water but can exist in solid media, hence the 

conversion.  

A negative angle of refraction can arise in PCs, when the direction of energy propagation is 

antiparallel to the wave number [7]. Negative and positive refraction can also coexist at specific 

frequencies, an example of which can be found in [8]. Negative refraction can be exploited to 

focus sound, as will be described in Chapter 7. 
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2.5.3 Diffraction 

Diffraction occurs when a wave of wavelength λ travels through a small aperture, often called 

slit, opening or obstacle. If the aperture is similar in size or wider than the wavelength λ of the 

wave, there is not a substantial diffraction, and the wave remains almost unaltered. This is not 

strictly true at the edges of the wave. When the width of the aperture becomes progressively 

smaller than λ, diffraction from the aperture alters the wave making it behave as a point source 

on the other side. Diffraction from a single slit is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.4: Diffraction from a single slit smaller than λ. 

If the wave encounters two (or more) small apertures, such as in the periodically perforated 

plates considered in this work, multiple point sources are generated. These can interact to 

generate constructive or destructive interference patterns. This is the mechanism controlling 

the focus generation in Fresnel-type lenses described in Chapter 6.  

 

2.6 Scattering and Rayleigh’s diffraction limit 

When a wave travelling in a bulk medium encounters an inclusion, it scatters [9]. This happens, 

for example, in PCs. Acoustic scattering results in the impinging wave being partially reflected 

in all directions. The energy reflected back from the inclusion towards the ultrasonic source is 

said to be backscattered, and it can be used to determine the flaws position and geometry inside 

a bulk material based on, respectively, time of flight and amplitude losses. Echography is an 

example of how backscattering can be used to form images through detection and imaging at 

multiple frequencies. Employing low frequencies allows for a deeper penetration. Using high 

excitation frequencies leads to detection of finer details, but signals are more attenuated.  
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A fundamental imaging concept in conventional acoustics is that resolution is limited. Lord 

Rayleigh demonstrated that, in the simplified case of spherical inclusions, the minimum 

diameter D that can be imaged with a wave of wavelength λ is λ itself: 

 

) =  λ = �+     (2.8) 

 

Two points separated by less than a λ cannot be distinguished. When detecting the pressure 

field of a single scatterer at a distance greater than λ, Rayleigh’s limit can be seen in the 

impossibility of recovering the exact scatterer’s dimensions: only a blurred diffracted zone is 

visible. This is the so-called Rayleigh’s diffraction limit [10].  In 1873, Ernst Abbe discovered 

that the maximum resolution Δ achievable in optical imaging is Δ = ,
2 [10]. However, it is 

possible to image below the diffraction limit, for example by detecting evanescent waves in 

the vicinity of the analysed sample. The pressure field scattered by an inclusion is made of two 

components: a propagating wave component, whose intensity decays linearly with distance, 

and an evanescent non-propagating component, falling off exponentially with distance. For this 

reason, scattered evanescent waves can only be recovered near the surface of the scattered 

object, effectively allowing sub-wavelength resolution up to a distance of a wavelength after 

the scatterer. This will be further described in Chapter 3. 

In the last decade, it was discovered that it is possible to achieve sub-wavelength resolution 

using hyperlenses [11] and metalenses [12]. Both these can magnify evanescent waves, making 

sub-wavelength resolution possible also at a distance from the analysed sample.  

Another approach to achieve sub-wavelength imaging is super-resolution imaging, sometimes 

known as ultrasound localisation microscopy (ULM) [13]. Usually, this process uses 

microbubbles to enhance scattering contrast, recording multiples frames per second. Using this 

technique, every scatterer – bubble - can be analysed in time, enhancing, for example, vascular 

imaging resolution [14] at the cost of a very high computational demand depending on the 

samples acquired per second. Acousto-optic imaging has also demonstrated that interaction 

with ultrasound can lead to an increased resolution as long as optical signals can penetrate into 

the tissue [15]. 
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3.1 Theoretical background on acoustic metamaterials 

Acoustic metamaterials (AMMs) are circa 20 years old, originally described as composite 

structures whose properties were derived by the interactions between their locally resonant 

components [1]. The majority of AMMs are made of sub-wavelength repetitive units often 

called meta atoms [2]. A single meta atom is not a metamaterial itself; however, arrays of these 

repetitive units arranged in a periodic fashion can form metamaterials, as long as they exhibit 

extraordinary properties [3]. It is important to note that it is mostly the geometric arrangement 

of repeated units, and not the material bulk properties, which makes an AMM extraordinary.  

AMMs were first made to attenuate sound using arrays of sub-wavelength rubber coated locally 

resonant spheres [4]. These can reduce sound transmission more than what would be expected 

by the mass density law, for designed frequencies. The mass density law states that 

transmission through a medium is inversely proportional to the product of thickness, mass 

density and frequency. A consequence of this is that by doubling the thickness of a wall, only 

6 more dB of sound transmission loss can be achieved with conventional bulky materials. This 

limit can be surpassed by metamaterials, as described in [5], and nowadays there are 

metamaterials applications to block sound based on this principle [6]. 

There are mainly three types of acoustic metamaterials [7]: (i) elastic AMMs, controlling wave 

transmission and vibrations in solids, (ii) phononic crystals and (iii) AMMs controlling sound 

propagation in air and water. 

Elastic AMMs are beyond the scope of this work, phononic crystals will be described in 

Chapter 7, and AMMs controlling sound propagation in water are the focus of Chapters 3, 4 

and 5. 

3.2 The properties of acoustic metamaterials (AMMs) 

AMMs can exhibit several properties, namely negative index of refraction [8–10], negative 

effective parameters such as density or bulk modulus [10,11], perfect lensing effects [12], sub-

wavelength imaging [13–16], evanescent wave amplification [17], extraordinary sound 

transmission and sound screening [5], acoustic cloaking [18] and acoustic levitation [19], 

amongst others. The acoustic metamaterials considered in this thesis are used for sub-

wavelength imaging, which will be described in Section 3.2.2, but the other properties are 

briefly cited to better understand the potential of these structures. 
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A negative index of refraction is of particular interest for many applications: it has been used, 

for example, to drastically reduce reflections [20], therefore making the structure useful as an 

acoustic cloak [18], to focus sound [21] or even to make a superlens [22]. There are different 

ways to obtain an acoustic metamaterial showing a negative refractive index in a range of 

frequencies, an example being space-coiling acoustic metamaterials, whose meta-atoms are 

made of labyrinthine cells [23]. Using space-coiling, the phase of the transmitted sound can be 

delayed, effectively tailoring the bulk modulus and the density, which can be negative, leading 

to a negative index of refraction. The same blocks can also be used for acoustic levitation by 

shaping the pressure field [19]. Another way to have metamaterials with a negative index of 

refraction is to employ hyperbolic dispersion [24]. A metamaterial with negative index of 

refraction can also magnify the evanescent waves to make a superlens, allowing reconstruction 

of a sub-wavelength image at a distance which can be greater than a wavelength [25]. Another 

option to have a negative refractive index is to use prismatic phononic crystals. Finally, 

metamaterials can be employed for acoustic cloaking [26], effectively concealing a scattering 

object in a range of frequencies.  

3.2.1 Extraordinary sound transmission and screening in periodically-perforated plates  

The AMMs described in this thesis for sub-wavelength imaging in water are in the form of 

periodically-perforated plates, such as the one depicted in Fig. 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a Fabry-Pérot resonant AMM in the form of a holey plate used in simulations 

and in experiments. 

AMMs in the form of periodically-perforated plates can exhibit extraordinary sound 

transmission and sound screening in water, both at normal incidence and at an angle to the 
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normal. The frequencies where these two phenomena appear are depending upon (i) the hole 

fraction and (ii) the ratio of thickness to lattice constant, the latter being the distance between 

two neighbouring holes [5]. Extraordinary sound screening appears when the operational 

wavelength is close to the lattice constant in the case of periodic circular holes – this is 

sometimes referred to as the Wood anomaly [5]. Extraordinary acoustic transmission, instead, 

appears when multiple holes are resonating at the same time: this phenomenon is usually 

narrowband in periodically-perforated plates [27]. Metamaterials can only exhibit these 

properties in the so-called “metamaterial limit” (sometimes referred to as “effective medium 

approach”, as will be shown later in Section 3.10), for which resonators characteristic 

dimension (in this case the channels width) has to be sub-wavelength. 

 

3.2.2 Sub-wavelength imaging in periodically-perforated plates  

Periodically-perforated plates have been shown to exhibit sub-wavelength imaging below the 

diffraction limit in air [16]. For example, when a brass AMM is placed after a sub-wavelength 

aperture in air, it is possible to reconstruct the image of the aperture by detecting the pressure 

field at the far side of the metamaterial. It would normally be impossible to do so at a distance 

greater than one wavelength from the aperture due to the diffraction limit, but the pressure field 

of the aperture is collimated through the periodically-perforated plate, when detecting the 

signal at its far side, making sub-wavelength imaging possible. Sub-wavelength imaging is 

made possible by the coupling between Fabry-Pérot resonances and evanescent waves.  

 

3.3 Fabry-Pérot resonances 

Charles Fabry and Alfred Pérot were two French engineers who built an optical interferometer 

in 1899 [28], which used two partially reflecting mirrors and a lens to generate a light 

diffraction pattern on a screen. This made the calculation of the incident light wavelength 

possible, as long as the distance between the parallel mirrors was known.  

Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonance is often used in acoustics as a synonym of open tube resonance 

[29]. When a sound wave impinges on a block perforated with a hole which has a wavelength 

which is a multiple of the channel length, Fabry-Pérot acoustic resonances in the form of 

standing waves are generated in the channel. At these wavelengths, or frequencies, 
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transmission is unity for a wide range of wave numbers [16] and this can be employed to 

achieve sub-wavelength imaging. Given a hole dimension a and a channel length h, FP 

resonances are expected at a frequency +-. given by:  

 

+-. = & �2 
ℎ + 0.66 3�     (3.1) 

 

where n is an integer representing the harmonic number, indicating how many standing waves 

are generated in the channel, and c is the speed of sound in the medium. When n = 1, the 

resonance is defined as the fundamental. When n = 2,3,4,… the resonance is defined as (n-1)th 

harmonic, for example n = 2 is the first harmonic. Equation 3.1 includes  an aperture correction 

factor “0.66 a” as described in [30].  

Sub-wavelength imaging in periodically-perforated plates is possible at FP resonant 

frequencies, as long as evanescent waves are captured. 

 

3.4 Evanescent waves 

When a wave travels through a structure, two pressure fields are generated: the radiative and 

the evanescent one. The radiative field amplitude decreases linearly in space due to medium 

attenuation and is the one typically employed in conventional imaging, subject to the usual 

diffraction limit. The evanescent field, however, carries no energy as it is only imaginary, it 

decays exponentially with distance into the surrounding fluid, but it can transmit large wave 

numbers [31]. Note that evanescent waves are non-propagating and confined to the vicinity of 

the specimen. Wave numbers k (where k = ω/c   ω being the angular frequency), employed to 

describe wave propagation, are inversely proportional to the wavelength. This means that finer 

sub-wavelength details made of small wavelengths are transmitted by large wave numbers. The 

evanescent field typically exists only within a wavelength of the interface in question. 

In periodically-perforated plates, as long as the wavelength (λ) of the wave incident upon the 

metamaterial is much greater than both the hole aperture and the spacing between adjacent 

channels, Fabry-Pérot resonance is the main transmission mechanism [16]. At FP resonant 

wavelengths, it has been demonstrated that the transmission coefficient is unity for all the wave 

numbers [3], effectively allowing sub-wavelength imaging.  
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At resonance, metamaterials in the form of periodically-perforated plates can collimate [16] or 

even magnify, as in the super-lenses case [32], the evanescent waves, making sub-wavelength 

imaging possible at a distance which can be greater than a wavelength.  

 

3.5 Sub-wavelength imaging in water using holey metamaterials 

Sub-wavelength imaging has been demonstrated with a brass metamaterial in air [16]. To have 

a holey plate exhibit sub-wavelength imaging in water, though, is more complicated, because 

the acoustic impedance (Z) of materials that are commonly used to build holey metamaterials 

(e.g. polymers or metals) have a Z value that is much closer to water than to air. This means 

that energy within the holes is more likely to be coupled into the solid plate when water is the 

propagation medium, which is a complicating factor. For this reason, nickel-alloy and tungsten 

metamaterials will be used in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  

Despite this, the problems that are encountered in water immersion have been investigated by 

numerical studies [17], the use of laser vibrometers acquisitions [15] and holey metallic 

structures employing acoustic surface waves, at wavelengths close to the lattice [33].  

 

3.6 COMSOL Multiphysics®  

The aim of this Chapter is to demonstrate sub-wavelength imaging in water through FEM 

simulations using FP resonant holey metamaterials. The effect of a plane wave incident upon 

a block containing a single water-filled channel exhibiting a Fabry-Pérot resonance is analysed. 

Considerations over the impact of acoustic impedance properties on the acoustic response will 

be examined. Subsequently, the effect of multiple periodic holes will be shown, where a slight 

increase in overall bandwidth of resonance is predicted. Finally, a simulated example of sub-

wavelength imaging employing an AMM will be given. 

COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.4 is the Finite Element Modelling (FEM) software used to simulate 

the pressure-acoustic properties of FP resonant AMMs. FEM simulations usually requires four 

steps [34]: 

 Characterisation of geometry, physics, materials, and boundary conditions; 

 Mesh of volumes (in 3D models) or surfaces (in 2D); 
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 Solution of a system of equations starting from the boundaries, then moving on to each 

meshed portion; 

 Check of solution convergence. 

These steps are implemented first for the case of a single isolated channel in a solid matrix, to 

study FP resonance in one of the simplest cases. 

 

3.6.1 Single channel geometry, physics, materials, and boundary conditions   

The first case of study is a square water-filled channel in a rigid block, chosen as it is the 

repetitive unit of Fabry-Pérot resonant AMMs. The aim of this model is to describe how a 

Fabry-Pérot resonant channel in water modifies the pressure field in the 100 - 400 kHz range 

of frequencies, this being the range studied experimentally in Chapter 4.  

The modelled geometry is shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and an expanded view of the holey block is 

shown in Fig. 3.2(b). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: (a) COMSOL Multiphysics® geometry model for a water-filled single square channel (highlighted in 

blue) within a solid block enclosed between two water volumes. (b) Expanded view of the channel portion of the 

model. The 10×10 mm block was made 3 and 6 mm thick in different models. The square hole side was 0.68 mm. 

This model is composed of a solid block containing a square water-filled channel, which is 

enclosed between two water control volumes. Square holes were chosen over circular ones as 

the hole area can be larger than the circular ones, keeping the wall thickness constant. A larger 

area of cross-section is intended to increase transmission: both the hole shape and size is known 

to affect metamaterial performance with regards to sub-wavelength imaging [16]. Only 

carefully chosen ratios of channel length to aperture width can support Fabry-Pérot resonances. 

This concept will be shown experimentally in Chapter 4.  
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After defining the geometry, the type of physics has to be selected in COMSOL Multiphysics®. 

“Acoustic Pressure in the frequency domain” was chosen to solve pressure variations of 

propagating acoustic waves. This was selected as it is suited for all frequency-domain 

simulations with harmonic variations of the pressure field, following the COMSOL 

Multiphysics® manual [34]. This physics solves Helmholtz Equation, as will be described in 

Section 3.6.3.  

Material properties are then selected. The COMSOL Multiphysics® library lists a number of 

commonly-used media along with their properties such as density, speed of sound, and their 

product, the acoustic impedance Z. As stated earlier, the higher the mismatch in Z between 

water and the solid material, the less the energy is coupled into the solid structure. In other 

words, the more the metamaterial medium is acoustically different from the surrounding fluid, 

the better it can work, as sound travelling in the structure can alter the acoustic response of the 

metamaterial. This is due to a different speed of sound in the solid and the fact that solid 

materials can also support shear waves and hence there can be mode conversion.  

Most metamaterials for use in air are modelled as having a “hard boundary” between the solid 

and the surrounding gas, meaning that the reflection coefficient at the boundary between the 

two media will be approximated to unity. This is a good approximation when working with a 

solid in air. The main consequence of the hard boundary option is that all the energy entering 

the holes is transmitted through and thus resonate within the channels and no energy is coupled 

in the bulk. From an experimental point of view, especially in water, this is not true, as part of 

the energy always gets transmitted through the structure [35]. The values of Z for the materials 

used in this thesis are shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Speed of sound, density and acoustic impedance for most common materials used. 

 

After choosing the physics, boundary conditions must be defined. A plane wave is made to 

travel along positive y direction – see Fig. 3.3 - starting from the surface of the water control 

volume before the solid block. This is achieved by setting an incident pressure field condition 

(green) as in Fig. 3.3. To avoid reflections at the end of the water volume after the block, a soft 

boundary condition (blue) acting as an absorbing layer is introduced.  

 

Figure 3.3: Boundary conditions set in the single channel model. 

In the model, a continuous plane wave of amplitude 1 Pascal is generated between 100 and 400 

kHz at steps of 1 kHz. For each frequency, a different response is predicted. When 

demonstrating FP resonances inside a single channel structure, it is important to fully 

understand and analyse what happens in the standing waves inside the channel. Conversely, 

Material c = Speed of sound 

m s-1 

ρ = Density 

kg m-3 

Z = Acoustic impedance 

(Rayls x 106) 

Z/Zw 

(relative to water) 

Air 343 1.2 0.00041 0.00028 

Water 1480 1000 1.48 1 

PLA 1700 1240 2.11 1.43 

Brass 

 

4700 8700 40.9 27.6 

Nickel 6040 8900 53.76 36.32 

Tungsten 5200 19300 100.4 67.8 
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when analysing multi-hole structures, the averaged response of all outlets divided by all inlets 

is more representative to characterise the acoustic response. 

 

3.6.2 Meshing 

It is now necessary to define a mesh type and size. COMSOL Multiphysics® will calculate the 

frequency-depending pressure properties in each meshed volume by solving the Helmholtz 

equation, as explained in the next Section 3.6.3. A tetrahedral mesh was chosen, as it can also 

be applied to more complex geometries [34]. To achieve solution convergence, it is found in 

practice that 7-10 nodes per smallest geometric element or smallest wavelength are needed. 

This value depends on the type and size of mesh: in the manual there is no reference to a 

specific number. The maximum frequency modelled in this work is 400 kHz, which would 

correspond to a maximum wavelength λ of 3.7 mm in water, considering a speed of sound in 

water of 1,480 ms-1. This would require a meshing size of ≈ 0.37 mm for convergence. Acoustic 

metamaterials, though, are often made of sub-wavelength resonators, hence the mesh needs to 

be set to at least 1/10 of the smallest geometry component. This often proves difficult in multi-

hole structures due to the computational power needed. To solve this problem, different 

meshing sizes were applied to different domains with the sub-wavelength holes region being 

assigned the finest mesh possible without exceeding 36 hours of calculations per model. In the 

first case of a single channel, a mesh of 1/10 of the side of the aperture a was employed for the 

whole geometry. 

3.6.3 Acoustic-pressure solution 

Pressure acoustics in COMSOL Multiphysics® assumes that the pressure fluctuations are 

without losses, adiabatic, without any viscous effect and use a linear and isentropic equation 

of state. Under these assumptions, the only variable to describe an acoustic field is the pressure 

p, using the wave equation: 

 

1���  ∂ 5∂6 + ∇ �− 1�� ∇8! = 0     (3.2) 
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where t is the time, �� is the density of the fluid (kgm-3), and c is the speed of sound (ms-1). 

Acoustic problems can often be solved using a simple harmonic solution, which would have 

the form: 

 

5 
9, 6� = 5 
9� �;<=     (3.3) 

 

Under the assumption of such solution, the wave equation is effectively Helmholtz Eq.: 

 

> �− 1�� >8! = 5 ? 
�� �      (3.4) 

 

where ω is the angular frequency. In most cases, there is not an exact solution to Helmholtz 

Eq., therefore there is the need of a numerical simulation to approximate the solution.  

 

3.6.4 Numerical convergence 

Numerical convergence is satisfied as long as COMSOL Multiphysics® can solve the system 

of Helmholtz equations within a reasonable pre-set error. Convergence of a set of solutions 

can be verified by calculating the same model with a finer mesh. If the mesh is reasonably 

fine (at least 7 points per smallest element) and the results are the same, then the model is 

said to converge. A convergence graph is also shown in COMSOL Multiphysics® during 

simulations, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: An example of convergence plot. Taken from [*]. 

In this example, a pre-set error of 10-6 was considered to be converging after 16 iterations. 

 

3.7 Simulated Fabry-Pérot resonance in a single channel model 

As mentioned before, the aim of the single channel model is to investigate acoustic Fabry-Pérot 

resonances in water-filled channels. Eq. 3.1 predicts that the first FP resonance generated in 

the form of a single standing wave in an h = 3 mm long channel with an aperture a = 0.68 mm 

is expected at 215 kHz. Figure 3.5(a) displays the normalised absolute pressure predicted by 

the FEM at the midpoint of the channel, and Fig. 3.5(b) shows the standing wave pressure 

distribution generated by the resonance within the channel. 
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(a)

 (b) 

Figure 3.5: (a) Absolute pressure as a function of frequency at the midpoint of the channel for an h = 3 mm long 

channel with an aperture a = 0.68 mm. The vertical dashed line highlights the expected resonant frequency 

following Eq. 3.1. (b) Detail of the standing wave absolute pressure in the channel, expressed in Pascals, at the 

resonant frequency. A single standing wave is generated due to the resonant frequency being the fundamental. 

The response shown in Fig. 3.5 is for a square, water-filled channel in an infinite impedance 

block, which represents an ideal case. Numerically, a peak value of 207 kHz was obtained, 

which is close to the 215 kHz predicted by Eq. 3.1.  

To compare the fundamental to the first harmonic, the same channel of Fig. 3.5 was doubled 

in length in a separate model. Considering an h = 6 mm long channel with an aperture a = 0.68 

mm, resonances are expected at 115, 230 and 345 kHz in the 100-400 kHz range, following 

Eq. 3.1, and the response predicted by COMSOL Multiphysics® are shown in Fig. 3.6. These 

values of a and h are chosen to simulate measured samples which will be analysed 

experimentally in Chapter 4. It is important to note that the point probed to obtain Fig. 3.5 is at 

the midpoint of the channel, as the fundamentals appears in the middle of the channel. At the 

first harmonic frequency, conversely, two standing waves are expected at, respectively, one 
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fourth and three fourth of the channel length. Therefore, in the case of Fig. 2.5, the first 

harmonic would be in an anti-resonance at this point if probed in the middle, and so it was 

placed at one fourth of the length of the channel (at 1.5 mm out of 6 mm). Using an ideal block 

with infinite impedance, there is a good agreement with the expected resonant frequencies: 

when multiples of 115 kHz were expected from FP Eq. 3.1, the model simulated resonances at 

multiples of 113 kHz. 

 

Figure 3.6: Absolute pressure at a distance of 1.5 mm into the h = 6 mm long channel with an aperture a = 0.68 

mm. The insets show the standing wave profiles generated in the channel at the resonant frequencies of 113, 226 

and 339 kHz. 

Note that, all over the Thesis, the results showing “a.u.” as unit of measure for the “Normalised 

Absolute Pressure” were normalised by the field amplitude, which is 1 Pascal. 

3.7.1 Infinite and real acoustic impedance  

The changes resulting from using a finite value of Z for the solid material is now investigated 

using tungsten as an example. Note that the acoustic impedance of tungsten is 67 times greater 

than that of water, as shown in Table 2.1, hence it is one of the metals which can better 

approximate a hard boundary in water due to its high density (19 times more than water). It is 

interesting to compare predictions for both the fundamental of the 3 mm long channel and the 

first harmonic of the 6 mm long channel over the 200-300 kHz range. Figure 3.7(a) illustrates 

the differences when using an h = 3 mm channel, and Fig. 3.7(b) displays the results for a h = 

6 mm channel. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.7: (a) Normalised absolute pressure with an h = 3 mm long channel, and (b) with an h = 6 mm long 

channel for tungsten. 

It can be noted that using real tungsten properties, the fundamental of the h = 3 mm channel 

and the first harmonic of the h = 6 mm channel are both shifted up in frequency but stay in the 

200-300 kHz range. This is thought to be due to the combined effect of the acoustic velocity 

and density of tungsten, as these are the only two variables changing between the two models. 

The aim of these simulations was to demonstrate that Fabry-Pérot resonances would occur in 

metamaterials in the 200-300 kHz range for the chosen sample thicknesses, and even though 

the resonances are shifted using tungsten real properties, they were still confirmed to be in the 

frequency range which could be verified experimentally.  

 

3.8 AMMs with multiple channels 

Let’s now consider a FP resonant AMM composed of multiple resonating channels. The 

geometry, illustrated in Fig. 3.8, introduces the concept of lattice parameter Λ, which is the 

distance between the centres of two neighbouring holes.  Λ is equal to the sum of hole width a 

and wall thickness w. 

 
Figure 3.8: geometry of a FP resonant AMM. 
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3.8.1 Fabry-Pérot resonances in multiple channels structures 

To understand how FP resonant metamaterials in the form of holey structures can be used for 

sub-wavelength imaging, it is necessary to appreciate how multiple holes can affect the 

acoustic response of the structure. Thus, 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 channels structures were compared 

to each other – employing a fixed block dimension. Figure 3.9 shows the acoustic transmission 

obtained as a ratio of the integral of the absolute pressure transmitted from all channel outlets 

divided by all channels inlets in the case of a solid material with infinite impedance. The case 

of a 6 mm thick metamaterial with 0.68 mm apertures is shown. The response of a single hole 

structure is also added for reference. 

 
Figure 3.9: Comparison of multi-hole structures using infinite impedance properties. A 6 mm thick metamaterial 

with 0.68 mm holes was considered in both cases. Results are obtained as the ratio of the normalised pressure at 

channel outlets over inlets. 

The resonances near 240 kHz are evident in all three cases. It can be noted that multiple holes 

cause the frequency of resonance to slightly shift upwards in frequency and that the trend shows 

an increased bandwidth the more holes are considered under ideal conditions of infinite 

impedance properties.  

 

3.9 Fabry-Pérot resonant AMM design process 

To design FP resonant AMM for sub-wavelength imaging, an often-used rule of thumb is to 

have a ratio of channel length to width of about 10, as in [36]. Longer channel lengths make 

fabrication difficult, both in the case of conventional machining or additive-manufacturing, 

while shorter channels can dampen the resonance. Hence, even though FP resonances are 
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controlled in theory only by the channel length and marginally by the aperture dimension, the 

design process started by employing a ratio of channel length over aperture width (h/a) between 

5 and 15. For a channel length h = 6 mm, for example, reasonable apertures would be between 

0.4 < a < 1.2 mm, hence the value of a = 0.68 mm used earlier for the single channel case. It is 

worth noting that, in the case of a channel length of h = 3 mm, apertures of a = 0.68 mm only 

has an aspect ratio h/a = 4.4, but this choice was made so as to be able to compare the 

performance obtained with the fundamental of a 3 mm thick metamaterial (expected at 215 

kHz) to the one at the first harmonic of a 6 mm thick metamaterial (expected at 230 kHz). 

 

3.10 Predictions of sub-wavelength imaging performance 

To demonstrate sub-wavelength imaging properties numerically, an E-shaped aperture in a 1 

mm thick brass plate was modelled, shown in Fig. 10(a), and placed in front of the 

metamaterial, as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.10: (a) E-shaped aperture used in the simulations as an object to image. (b) Sub-wavelength imaging 

COMSOL Multiphysics® model of the object placed in the vicinity of the holey metamaterial. 

Each leg of the aperture is 10 mm long and 1 mm wide. Since the wavelength in water in the 

range 200-300 kHz is in the range 7.4- 4.93 mm, this letter E with each section being only 1 

mm wide is a sub-wavelength object less than λ/5 wide, which would be impossible to image 

accurately with a conventional far field imaging system. Examples of COMSOL 

Multiphysics® modelling predictions using 3 and a 6 mm thick AMMs with a = 0.68 mm 

apertures are given in Fig. 3.11, at frequencies of 245 kHz (h = 3 mm) and 276 kHz (h = 6 

mm). In these two cases, the aperture was assumed to be 0.5 mm from the AMM surface and 

the detection plane 0.1 mm from the metamaterial output surface.  
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4 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.11: Sub-wavelength images predicted at a distance of 0.1 mm from the metamaterial output plane, (a) 

in absence of metamaterial at 276 kHz at 6 mm distance from the object, (b) with a h = 3 mm thick at 245 kHz 

and (c) h = 6 mm thick AMMs at 276kHz. 

Hence, sub-wavelength apertures images can be recovered in the proximity of both AMMs 

output plane. From a frontal view of the E-shaped aperture, shown in Fig. 3.12, it can be shown 

that that there is a single row of metamaterials holes transmitting the pressure field.  

 
Figure 3.12: Detail of the few holes employed for imaging in the model. 

Having a limited set of  holes within the aperture size, often only one row for each arm of the 

“E”, means that the transmission of the pressure field is far from being optimal: in most 

reported cases of sub-wavelength imaging in air [16], a very low frequency is employed so that 

the operational wavelength is relatively long and it is possible to have many small holes to 

transmit the pressure field even when employing a sub-wavelength aperture. This is important 

as the resolution is improved by employing more channels to collimate the pressure field. This 

research, on the other hand, tried to employ higher frequencies in the range of 200-300 kHz. 

The main consequence is that the wavelength is small, and to meet the requirements for the 

effective medium approach (λ >> Λ), the hole separation has to be much smaller than a 

wavelength. In the analysed case, the wavelength is ~6 mm at 245 kHz, and the lattice 

periodicity Λ = 1.2 mm with holes of a = 0.68 mm. As the chosen aperture was 1 mm wide, 

only a single hole can be used to detect the aperture shape in any given location. It is believed 
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that this is the first time that one single row or single column of holes has been shown to be 

sufficient to transmit a sub-wavelength image through a metamaterial by predictive modelling. 

One simple way to employ more holes, on average, is to rotate the E-shaped letter of 45 degrees 

counter-clockwise. Results of predictions using the same 3 mm metamaterial as in 3.11 at the 

same frequency are shown in Fig. 3.13. 

 
Figure 3.13: Imaging of the E-shaped letter rotated of 45 degrees using an h = 3 mm metamaterial at 245 kHz.  

The E-shaped object is clearly visible, but the task could be harder without knowing the shape 

a priori. This is mostly due to the number of holes chosen, which is the main factor controlling 

the resolution: more holes mean a better resolution. The presence of a few artefacts in the top 

left and bottom right are consequences of an increased pressure in those holes, likely because 

there was a localised resonance. Another factor which may explain the presence of the artefacts 

is the colour bar limited to 0.5, chosen to better distinguish the object shape against the 

background. 

It is thus possible to adopt multiple strategies to optimise sub-wavelength imaging, for example 

using ad hoc perforated metamaterials so that holes can be aligned with the geometrical feature 

of the sample to test, or to image at an angle to maximise the number of channels contributing 

to imaging, or to fabricate AMMs with smaller holes. 

 

3.11 Conclusions 

Fabry-Pérot resonances in single and multi-channel structures were predicted in water in the 

100-400 kHz frequency range. The COMSOL Multiphysics® environment was presented and 

its main features illustrated. Results employing infinite acoustic impedance blocks were 

compared to those using tungsten real properties, and a shift in resonant frequency was noted. 

Considerations about the standing waves generated in the single channel model were given and 
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current geometric limits in the design of holey acoustic metamaterials were highlighted. It was 

also predicted that FP resonances could achieve sub-wavelength imaging even with a limited 

number of holes within each segment of the aperture shape, in this case an “E”. It was seen that 

rotating the object with respect to the holey metamaterial is a simple way to allow more holes 

to contribute to imaging, and that more holes enhance the resolution.  
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4.1 Introduction 

The aim of this Chapter is to demonstrate experimentally that metal holey acoustic 

metamaterials (AMMs) can exhibit Fabry-Pérot resonances in water which, when coupled with 

evanescent waves, allow imaging of sub-wavelength objects.  

First, the experimental setup is described, along with the limits of the system and solutions 

adopted to cope with them, including the choice of a non-windowed linear chirp as the input 

signal. Experiments on FP resonances in circular channels machined from thin brass plates are 

then presented, mainly to discuss the influence of the channel length and hole width on the 

resonance, and the acquisition and post-processing methods used. Subsequently, Selective 

Laser Melting (SLM), the additive-manufacturing technique chosen to fabricate metallic 

AMMs, will be described, along with micrographs and surface roughness measurements of a 

nickel-alloy metamaterial fabricated using this method. The acoustic response of this 

metamaterial is then investigated and shown to exhibit FP resonances in water, allowing the 

detection and imaging of a sub-wavelength aperture. A tungsten AMM was also fabricated 

using SLM to investigate its acoustic response and to demonstrate its sub-wavelength imaging 

properties in water. These results were also included in a manuscript published in JASA 

(Journal of Acoustical Society of America) [1]. 

 

4.2 The experimental setup 

The experimental setup was employed to study the effect of metallic AMMs on the ultrasonic 

field generated by a transducer, and to investigate whether sub-wavelength imaging of an 

aperture could be demonstrated. The various components needed for such a measurement are 

now described. 

4.2.1 Ultrasound source 

The ultrasound source was a 22 mm diameter piezocomposite immersion transducer 

(Cambridge Tech Ltd, Cambridge, UK) with a frequency response centred at 300 kHz. A 

photograph of the transducer is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and its frequency response when receiving 

with an identical transducer is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Piezocomposite transducers are made of 

parallel piezoceramic rods embedded in a polymer matrix. This enlarges the bandwidth with 

respect to monolithic transducers, and can lead to a higher acoustic efficiency when radiating 

into water due to the lower acoustic impedance difference when compared to a single 

piezoelectric ceramic transducer [2]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1: (a) Photograph of the 300 kHz ultrasonic transducer. (b) Measured frequency response of the 

piezocomposite transducer.  

The Chirp Z-Transform (CZT) was used on the received signals, allowing the analysis of the 

frequency content of a signal in the time domain. This will be further examined in Section 

4.2.4. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the piezocomposite transducer frequency 

spectrum was measured to be 239-422 kHz (=183 kHz). The reason why the FWHM is an 

important parameter will be given in Section 6.7. This enabled some predicted FP resonances 

to be experimentally detected, noting that other resonances could be outside of this bandwidth. 

It was experimentally found that even 10% of the maximum CZT magnitude was enough to 

reveal resonances, effectively extending the range of experiments from 239-422 to 175 - 500 

kHz. 

The radiated field of an ultrasonic transducer can be divided into near field and far field [3]. 

The near field distance N can be determined using [4]: 

@ =  A 
,  

 

(4.1) 

where r is the transducer radius and λ is the wavelength. In this case (300 kHz and 22 mm 

diameter), N = 24.5 mm, also called the natural focus point of the transducer. Within the near 

field, interference processes can occur and can represent a problem because the field response 

of two neighbouring points can be quite different. In the far field, the beam of the transducer 

diverges at an angle which depends on the excitation frequency. The best approximation of a 

plane wave is in the far field, and hence experiments on metamaterials were conducted in this 

region, as will be shown in Section 4.2.6. 
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4.2.2 The detector  

The detector was a Precision Acoustics hydrophone of 0.5 mm diameter with a polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) membrane. The hydrophone was enclosed in a custom-made Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM) printed holder for horizontal alignment normal to the source 

beam and fixed to a 3-axis motorized stage (Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) to allow for controlled 

acquisitions. A photograph of the hydrophone, and the published sensitivity curve for this 

device, are shown in Figs. 4.2(a) and (b). 

(a)   (b) 

Figure 4.2: (a) Photograph of the Physical Acoustics hydrophone and (b) sensitivity curve of a 0.5 mm diameter 

hydrophone taken from [5]. 

 

4.2.3 Other equipment 

A computer with a custom-made LabView code was used to define the voltage over time 

function of the input signal, discussed in the next Section 4.2.4. The measurements took place 

in a 400 mm long, 350 mm wide and 200 mm deep acrylic tank filled with tap water, containing the 

source transducer, the metamaterials and the hydrophone. 

The signal first underwent sampling and quantization in the arbitrary waveform generator (14-

bit National Instrument PXI-5421). Sampling approximates the voltages of the signal into a 

discrete set of voltages. A sampling frequency of 100 MSs-1 (millions of Samples per second) 

was used. Quantization rounds the voltage to the nearest available value depending on the 14-

bit resolution. The signal was then amplified by a NCA1000-2E power amplifier which 

increases the voltage with a gain of up to 35 dB. To avoid overheating for prolonged usage, an 

input signal of 1 Volt peak to peak was selected in LabView. As the amplifier was used within 

its linear range, signal distortion and nonlinearity could be neglected.  
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The signal emitted by the piezocomposite transducer propagated in water, interacted with the 

metamaterial, and was then detected by the hydrophone. Figure 4.3(a) shows a sketch of the 

complete experimental setup and Fig. 4.3(b) shows a top view of the water tank during a test. 

(a) 

 (b) 

Figure 4.3: (a) Sketch of the experimental setup from generation to acquisition. (b) Top view of source, metamaterial 

and hydrophone in the water tank. Laser-cut transparent acrylic holders were fixed to blue FDM printed frames, screwed into an 

acrylic bed for alignment.  

The DC-coupled received signal was then digitised (NI PXI-5122 14-Bit Digitizer) and saved 

for post-processing. The LabView code allows this script to run multiple times so that the 

hydrophone can scan a set of points. By scanning the far surface of a metamaterial, usually at 

a distance of 0.5 mm to avoid the delicate hydrophone tip hitting the structure, the metamaterial 

acoustic response can be characterised. Experiments to determine the imaging properties of the 
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metamaterial in through-transmission were performed by placing a sub-wavelength aperture 

before the metamaterial. Both the waveform generator and the digitizer were housed in a NI 

PXI-1042Q chassis. MATLAB® (MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA) was used to post-

process the acquired data.  

4.2.4 Linear chirp as input signal 

There are multiple ways to excite a Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonance. One option is to emit a 

narrowband signal at the resonant frequency, such as a toneburst of finite duration. One of the 

problems when using tonebursts is that the frequency of the FP resonance has to be known a 

priori, otherwise multiple experiments at different frequencies have to be performed. 

Another option to excite a resonance is to use a wide bandwidth signal, such as a linear chirp, 

which is the most frequently used signal in this thesis. In a linear chirp, the frequency is 

increased linearly with time over a specific bandwidth and time duration. A linear chirp is 

theoretically flat in frequency domain across all the swept frequencies, but this is only true in 

practice when using long windowed chirps. A CZT algorithm was employed to obtain the 

frequency response of the detected signals. CZT is the acronym for Chirp Z Transform, which 

is a discretization of the Fourier Transform (FFT) [6]. It is preferred over the FFT for its 

flexibility: after inputting sampling rate and signal length, the CZT can allow the frequency 

resolution to be adjusted by changing the first and last frequencies and the number of output 

points. In this work, signals frequency components are calculated at steps of 100 Hz. 

Linear chirps of 75 µs (black) and 300 µs (red) time duration, sweeping from 100-500 kHz are 

shown in Fig. 4.4 in both the time and frequency domain. Longer chirp signals have a flatter 

frequency response across the chirp frequency range (this would ideally be flat in an infinite 

duration chirp). A chirp duration of 75 µs was chosen, as the dimension of the water tank only 

allowed a maximum distance between sender and receiver of 150 mm (a signal 100 µs long in 

water would be 148 mm long). This avoided overlap between sent and detected signals. It 

would be better to drive the system with an input signal whose CZT is flatter in the range 100-

500 kHz, as it would be easier to locate resonances when analysing any structure.  
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Figure 4.4: Chirp signals of 75 µs (black) and 300 µs (red) in time domain and in frequency domain. Longer 

chirps in time cause the CZT to be flatter in the frequency domain. 

In the quest for flattening the chirp frequency response, a time window was applied to the input 

signal to selectively change its amplitude. This leads to a flatter CZT because the window 

smooths the lowest and highest frequency components. Figure 4.5(a) shows the chosen Tukey 

time window to be multiplied with the drive signal and Fig. 4.5(b) illustrates both the time and 

frequency domain of the windowed signal. Note that the Tukey window was chosen because 

the signal in time domain is less likely to be altered with respect to a Hanning or a flat top 

window. The CZT of a Tukey-windowed time signal is less altered in the chirp middle 

frequencies. 

 (a) 
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 (b) 

Figure 4.5: (a) The chosen Tukey time window. (b) Tukey-windowed signal in both the time and the frequency 

domains. A chirp windowed with a Tukey window produces a much flatter CZT between 200 and 400 kHz. 

Windowing the drive signal causes frequencies between 200 and 400 kHz to have a reasonably 

flat CZT magnitude. Tukey windows [7] are controlled by the taper length. When the taper 

length is zero, a Tukey window is effectively a rectangular window, which generates many 

sidelobes in frequency domain. When the taper length is set to 50%, it becomes a Hanning 

window, which is vastly altering the transient and also the central frequencies. A trade-off 

between these two extreme cases was chosen employing a taper length of 20%. 

 

4.2.5 Experimentally-detected linear chirp  

In the previous section, only theoretical signals are considered. When measuring a signal 

experimentally, the result depends on: 

 Sampling and quantization of the input signal by the waveform generator; 

 Amplification by the amplifier; 

 Emission by the ultrasonic source; 

 Transmission and attenuation in water; 

 Hydrophone detection; 

 The acoustic response of the experimental setup. 

As an example, Fig. 4.6 shows the ultrasonic field measured on-axis at distances of 10 mm and 

150 mm. A Tukey-windowed linear chirp drive signal of 75 µs duration with a frequency sweep 

of 100 to 500 kHz was used. 
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Figure 4.6: Measured CZT magnitudes of a Tukey windowed signal at axial distances of 10 and 150 mm in the 

water tank.  

The field at 150 mm distance from the ultrasonic source has a far smoother CZT magnitude 

with respect to the one at 10 mm: this is because the near field of the transducer is N = 25 mm. 

By repeating the same experiment with a non-windowed drive chirp signal, though, it can be 

seen that there are not significant differences from the windowed one, as can be appreciated in 

Fig. 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7: Measured CZT magnitudes of a non-windowed signal at 10 and 150 mm.  

The reason why the windowed and the non-windowed input signals give a very similar output 

has to lie in the response of the amplifier, transducer or hydrophone. Different amplifiers and 

hydrophones were tested to reach the conclusion that the applied window was not effective: 

the transducer response alters both in the same way. For this reason, it was chosen to use a non-

windowed chirp; further filtering can be applied digitally during post-processing. 
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To avoid confusing transmission peaks and resonances due to the non-flat (in frequency) input 

signal, the CZT of the acquired signals using the metamaterials is divided by that without any 

sample, to use it as a baseline reference.  

 

4.2.6 Transducer radiated field 

The chirp that was used for all the tests in this thesis was a non-windowed, 75 µs long linear 

chirp sweeping from 100 to 500 kHz, with a few exceptions in Chapter 6. The detected field in 

the water-filled tank obtained from a vertical hydrophone scan is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8: Hydrophone detected normalised pressure field emitted by the ultrasonic source with a non-windowed 

75 µs long linear chirp sweeping from 100 to 500 kHz drive signal. 

The field is of roughly constant module after 130 mm, especially in the middle region between 

± 20 mm. For this reason, the metamaterials were placed at 150 mm and the impinging wave 

was considered to approximate a plane-wave quite well. 

 

4.2.7 Horizontal alignment 

One of the first problems encountered was to maintain a reproducible alignment between source and 

receiver. A combination of Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) of polylactic acid (PLA) 

structures and laser cutting of acrylic (PMMA) holders was employed to align the system. The 

Autodesk software Fusion 360 (California, USA) was used to design these pieces. An 

Ultimaker 2, an FDM printer, extruded the blue blocks shown in Fig. 4.3(b), while the 
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transparent acrylic (PMMA) pieces were laser cut from a 10 mm thick sheet with a Universal 

Laser Systems 6.6 laser cutter. A detail of a V-shaped transducer holder is shown in Fig. 4.9. 

 
Figure 4.9: Detail of a laser cut V-shaped transducer holder. The screw was used to locate the transducer always 

in the same spot. 

 

4.3 Fabry-Pérot resonances in channels machined in brass plates 

The operation of AMMs requires that Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonances are established within each 

channel. The aim of this section is to investigate FP resonances in single channels machined 

within brass plates. This is done to discuss the effect of the aspect ratio (h/a), defined as the 

ratio of the channel length (h) and the hole aperture (a) on the resonance. Here, a is the hole 

diameter, noting that a is also used to denote the width of square channels to be described in 

Section 4.5. The set of brass plates, along with their dimensions, machined with a circular hole 

are shown in Fig. 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10: Photograph of the set of 30 x 30 mm brass plates used to show the effect of the aspect ratio on FP 

resonance. Hole width a and channel length h are different for each sample. The aspect ratio (h/a) was, 

respectively, 3.2, 2.13, 1.67 and 1.2. 
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In this experiment, the hydrophone detected the output pressure field at the location of the 

channel outlet both with and without the brass plates being present. The signal in the frequency 

domain obtained with the sample was then divided by the one without the sample to locate the 

resonances. First, the sample with thickness h = 3.2 mm with a hole diameter of a = 1 mm was 

tested. Here, h/a is 3.2.  Results are shown in Fig. 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.11: CZT magnitude of the brass plate of a single hole with h = 3.2 mm and a = 1 mm normalised by the 

signal obtained in water. The two resonant frequencies expected theoretically are shown by the dashed and dotted 

lines. The measured resonances are slightly shifted downwards in frequency with respect to the theoretical ones. 

It can be seen that the theoretical FP resonances (dashed and dotted in Fig. 4.11) are slightly 

shifted towards higher frequencies than what was measured. Following the FP eq. (4.2) – 

repeated here for clarity:  

+-. = & �2 
ℎ + 0.663� (4.2) 

the fundamental FP resonance is expected at 191.5 kHz, experimentally located at 179.5 kHz. 

The first harmonic is thus generated at 359 kHz, expected to be at 383 kHz. This deviation (6% 

on the first harmonic) can be attributed to several factors. The first is imperfections in 

machining, usually leaving a flared end, and also slight experimental misalignment. Another 

factor to consider is that a resonance can elongate the detected signal in the same way a tuning 

fork vibrates for a longer duration than the time of the impulse needed to excite it, and that it 

is not always easy to judge which portion of the signal in time to transform into the frequency 

domain.  
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Previous experiments on optical grating resonances have also shown an experimental deviation 

from theory of up to 16% [8]. Other transmission peaks are measured during these experiments. 

These could be due to unwanted sound reflections in the water tank or mode conversion.  

A second plate with the same thickness and a slightly bigger hole (a = 1.5 mm) is considered 

in Fig. 4.12. Here, h/a is 2.13.   

 

Fig. 4.12: CZT magnitude of the brass plate of h = 3.2 mm and a = 1.5 mm normalised over water. The resonances 

are damped with respect to the smaller hole but agree well with theory. 

It can be seen that the theoretical FP resonances shown by the dashed and dotted lines (at 177 

and 352 kHz) are now much closer to the experiment (178 and 354 kHz). By comparing the 

results of a 1 mm hole against a 1.5 mm hole, it can be also noted that the CZT magnitude with 

respect to water is diminished, as a consequence of the increased diameter of the hole: 

decreasing the hole diameter keeping the same thickness makes the resonance stronger. 

Next, a third sample was employed with a hole of 1.5 mm and a thickness of 2.5 mm. Here, 

h/a is only 1.66. This is shifting towards a non-ideal aspect ratio, which is damping and shifting 

the resonance, as can be appreciated in Fig. 4.13. 
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Fig. 4.13: CZT magnitude of the brass plate of an h = 2.5 mm and a = 1 mm hole normalised over water. The 

expected FP resonance is represented by the vertical dotted line.  

In the Figure, it can be seen that the second FP peak is located at 405 kHz, while theory would 

locate it at 424 kHz. It is also noted that now the resonance amplitude is quite damped with 

respect to water (as the peak normalised by water is 0.37). 

A further step to demonstrate that a threshold of aspect ratio is needed to have a FP resonance 

in water is shown in Fig. 4.14, describing a sample with h = 1.8 mm and a = 1.5 mm, and an 

aspect ratio (h/a) of only 1.2. In this case, the FP resonance is not one of the highest peaks in 

the response, and it is also strongly dampened: it can be easily confused with other transmission 

peaks. 

 

 
Fig. 4.14: CZT magnitude of the brass plate of h = 1.8 mm and a = 1.5 mm normalised over water. The expected 

FP resonance is dashed. The measured resonance can be easily confused with the other transmission peaks as 

the ratio of channel length over hole width is not suitable for strong resonances. 
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The aspect ratio h/a is experimentally seen to be a fundamental factor when employing holey 

resonant structures: the ratio h/a should be as large as possible, and it is thus likely that there 

is a threshold aspect ratio below which FP resonances would not be generated in a particular 

holey AMM. 

 

4.4 Additive manufacturing of metallic AMMs  

Most AMMs employed in this thesis were additively-manufactured. Both nickel-alloy and 

tungsten substrates were investigated. Both were manufactured using Selective Laser Melting 

(SLM). Additive-manufacturing allows the fabrication of complex geometries, it is good for 

prototyping, it can accelerate the times to get a product in different market areas and can 

guarantee quality, as long as the instrumentation is standardised. There are some differences 

when compared to traditional machining: there is a change in bulk properties such as density 

and sound velocity in the material and an increased superficial roughness (mainly varying with 

the powder particle size). A part of the research described here was co-authored by the present 

author and features a review paper describing the use of additive-manufacturing techniques for 

metamaterial fabrication [9]. More details on the use of the fabrication techniques to build other 

types of metamaterials (optical, mechanical etc) can be found there. It was decided to use 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) to fabricate the metamaterial. SLM consists of a laser beam 

melting metal powder, consolidating a substrate to shape a geometry layer by layer. SLM is 

also referred to as Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Laser CUSING, Laser Metal Fusion 

(LMF) and industrial 3D printing for trademark reasons. A collaboration with Dr Adam Clare 

at the University of Nottingham enabled these metallic metamaterials to be fabricated at 

Nottingham. 

 

4.5 Initial experiments using a nickel-alloy AMM 

Initial experiments were conducted in a nickel-alloy AMM, and these are reported here. Note 

that more detailed experiments in tungsten AMMs are reported in Section 4.6.  

 

4.5.1 Sample Characterisation 

The nickel-alloy AMM was designed to have overall dimensions of 30 × 30 × 6 mm, with 24 

holes with a lattice spacing of Λ = 1.2 mm and width a = 0.8 mm, lattice spacing being the 
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distance between neighbouring holes.  Note that similar results described in this Section were 

included in a journal paper of which the writer was a co-author [10], and performer of the 

experiments described below in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. A Renishaw AM250 SLM machine 

was used to fabricate the sample using a laser power of 200 W and a laser spot size of 150 µm. 

The size distribution of the nickel-alloy powder particles was from 20 to 60 μm, hence a similar 

superficial roughness was expected. The sample was first measured using a micrograph 

obtained with a Reichert-Jung Polyvar trinocular microscope. A photograph and an expanded 

view are shown in Fig. 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.15: Photograph (left) and expanded micrograph (right) showing fabrication irregularities of the nickel 

alloy metamaterial.  

The metamaterial was designed to have a hole width a = 0.8 mm, thus an area of 0.64 mm2. 

The actual fabricated hole width was measured to be a = 0.63 ± 0.05 mm for an average hole 

surface of 0.395 ± 0.06 mm2. A Bruker Contour GT optical profilometer was employed to 

measure the average surface roughness parameter �B, defined as the arithmetic average of the 

absolute values of the roughness profile over a segment: 

�B =  1C D |F
9�|�
� G9 

(4.3) 

 

 

where W is the roughness profile and L is the length over which this value is averaged. The 

value of �B was measured to be 50 µm, similar to the metal powder size, as expected due to 

the powder size distribution.  

After this physical characterisation, the average acoustic response of the sample was extracted 

to determine whether the channels were resonating. The previous holes in brass plates were 

relatively regular and circular. Transitioning from such regular holes to additively 

manufactured irregular holes has an effect on the FP resonances, as might be expected. The 
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acoustic response of the nickel-alloy metamaterial was measured by detecting a grid of 59×59 

points at 0.5 mm from the metamaterial far side at a step size of 0.17 mm for a surface of 

~10×10 mm. The metamaterial was placed at 150 mm from the source, and the 75 µs chirp was 

used as drive signal. The same methodology used for brass samples was employed, that is the 

water signal was used as baseline reference. The response is shown in Fig. 4.16: 

  
Figure 4.16: Acoustic response of the nickel alloy metamaterial. 

It can be seen that the experimental acoustic response agrees with the expected peaks but that 

the second FP resonance is slightly shifted. Other transmission peaks are thought to be a 

consequence of the finite size of the tank, signal, and holes unevenness. These results were 

normalised to unity as the main aim was to locate the resonances. 

 

4.5.2 Detection of a sub-wavelength slit aperture using a nickel-alloy metamaterial 

The same nickel-alloy metamaterial was employed to detect a sub-wavelength slit aperture (0.7 

mm wide) machined in a 4.3 mm thick polymer plate, which was placed 0.5 mm in front of the 

metamaterial. The aim of the experiment was to confirm the collimation properties of the 

nickel-alloy metamaterial, previously demonstrated in air [11]. The metamaterial is supposed 

to transfer the imaged pressure field at a distance greater than a wavelength from the aperture. 

Evanescent waves can allow near field sub-wavelength imaging, but they decay exponentially 

with distance, and are usually impossible to pick up after a wavelength. AMMs, instead, can 

collimate the pressure field of an object so to image at a distance greater than a wavelength 

away from the object. The same chirp input previously adopted (75 µs long, sweeping from 

100 to 500 kHz) was used, and the hydrophone scanned a horizontal line at 0.5 mm from the 
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far side of the metamaterial in steps of 0.1 mm. A diagram showing this experiment and the 

resulting plots are shown in Figs. 4.17(a) and (b) respectively. 

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 4.17: (a) The slit detection experiment. A chirp signal is generated by the source, diffracted by the slit 

aperture, collimated by the metamaterial and detected by the hydrophone scanning a horizontal line at the far 

side of the metamaterial. (b) Maximum values of signal amplitude in time using 200 horizontal points intersecting 

the central slit, the position of which is shown by the vertical dotted lines. 

The metamaterial can be used to clearly detect the position of the slit aperture represented by 

the two vertical black lines. The dashed line obtained with the metamaterial is centred at the 

middle point of the slit. Hence, the holey structure has successfully transmitted (or collimated) 

the pressure field of a poorly-resolved sub-wavelength object, using evanescent waves coupled 

with FP resonances. Note that Fig. 4.17(b) was plotted using the maxima of each acquisition 

in the time domain at each point. 

 

4.6 Characterisation and acoustic response of a tungsten metamaterial 

More detailed experiments were conducted on a tungsten AMM. Tungsten has a density of 

19,300 kg/m3, and a sound velocity of (5,180 ms-1). It thus has a higher acoustic impedance Z 

than the nickel-alloy, hence reducing sound transmission into the metallic substrate (it is thus 

expected to perform better).  

 

4.6.1 Tungsten sample manufacturing and characterisation 

WOLFMET® Ltd (Manchester, UK), who specialise in laser-based additive manufacturing, 

were commissioned to fabricate a 30 × 30 × 6 mm thick tungsten AMM metamaterial, with 24 

holes spaced at Λ = 1.2 mm (distance between neighbouring holes) with a = 0.8 mm.  An SLM 
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process with an EOS machine was used, but no further details were shared by said company. 

A photograph of the surface of the manufactured tungsten metamaterial, along with an 

expanded view of eight holes taken with an optical microscope, are shown in Fig. 4.18. It can 

be seen immediately that the holes were much more well-defined than those obtained for the 

nickel-alloy samples described in the last section. 

 
Figure 4.18: Image of the tungsten metamaterial sample with a = 0.68 mm and Λ = 1.2 mm. An expanded 

micrograph of the area indicated illustrates the effect of surface roughness. 

The average size of the fabricated holes was measured to be a = 0.68 mm. A Bruker Contour 

GT optical profilometer also measured an average surface roughness parameter �B = 50 µm. 

Despite the differences in build quality between the nickel-alloy and the tungsten metamaterial, 

similar values of roughness were found, which is likely a consequence of the average powder 

particle size. Figures 4.19(a) and (b) compare the COMSOL Multiphysics® predicted and the 

measured acoustic response of an h = 6 mm thick tungsten metamaterial with a = 0.68 mm and 

Λ = 1.2 mm.  
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 4.19: (a) Predicted and (b) measured results of the transmission spectrum obtained for a tungsten 

metamaterial with h = 6 mm and a = 0.68 mm. The measured response is compared to the second FP resonance 

expected at 230 kHz. 

COMSOL Multiphysics® predictions shown in the previous Chapter showed that a greater 

number of holes - respectively 25, 36 and 49 - shifted the resonance upwards and increased the 

bandwidth: this is experimentally confirmed by the experimental metamaterial response, 

shown in Fig. 4.19(b). The irregularities in the shape of each hole seem to have further 

broadened the resonance at the cost of damping it, with respect to water. This is an important 

result, as the broad bandwidth response is of interest in many imaging applications [12–14]. 

 

4.6.2 Sub-wavelength imaging using a tungsten AMM 

Sub-wavelength imaging is of importance in several areas, one being biomedical imaging. 

Employing lower frequencies and obtaining the same imaging resolution as that achieved at 
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higher frequencies would allow an increased penetration into the body. This effect is expected 

when comparing hundreds of kHz to MHz commonly employed in biomedical imaging. 

The characterisation of the tungsten metamaterial described above highlighted a broadened FP 

resonance at ~262 kHz. It is thus expected that such resonance can couple with evanescent 

waves to transfer the pressure field of a sub-wavelength object through the tungsten 

metamaterial. A sub-wavelength E-shaped aperture, machined into a 1 mm thick brass plate 

was positioned 150 mm away from the ultrasonic source, at 0.5 mm from the metamaterial, as 

shown in Fig. 4.20. The aperture width of 1 mm corresponded to ~λ/6 at 262 kHz. Note that 

This is the same aperture used in the simulations. 

 
Figure 4.20: A schematic diagram of the E-shaped sub-wavelength aperture machined in a 1 mm thick brass 

plate. This is the same aperture used in the simulations. 

The hydrophone was scanned across a 131 × 131 grid of points in steps of 0.14 mm, at an axial 

distance of 0.5 mm away from the far side of the metamaterial. The scan covered an area of 

18.34 mm ×18.34 mm. The CZT algorithm was applied to each detected point in the time 

domain to see the frequency content. Figures 4.21(a) and (b) show the COMSOL 

Multiphysics® predicted and measured CZT magnitude at 276 kHz for a direct comparison. 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 4.21: (a) Simulated predictions against (b) measured normalised pressure field detected at 0.5 mm 

distance from the tungsten metamaterial with a = 0.68 mm and h = 6 mm at 276 kHz for the E-shaped aperture 

of Fig. 4.20.   
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These results indicate that the tungsten metamaterial could successfully resolve the sub-

wavelength E-shaped aperture in experiments, as predicted by COMSOL Multiphysics®. 

Therefore, the evanescent waves carrying sub-wavelength details were coupled with FP 

resonances in water and were collimated through the additively-manufactured AMM 

metamaterial. These results also indicate that SLM is a suitable technique for fabricating 

metallic AMMs for sub-wavelength imaging in water in this frequency range. Further design 

optimisation and manufacturing improvements are expected to improve the imaging resolution 

in the future, and to possibly broaden the applications, but for now it is hard to reach sub-mm 

resolution with SLM using a similar aspect ratio as the one chosen (h/a = 8.82).  

Another remarkable conclusion is that a single row or a single column of metamaterial holes is 

enough to show the collimation effect, both in predictions and in experiments. Before this work, 

it was only shown that a matrix of holes contained within the aperture dimensions could show 

the collimation effect [11].  The bright spots visible in Figs. 4.21 (a) and (b) reveal that each 

hole is acting as a collimating sub-wavelength resonator.  

 

4.6.3 Broadband sub-wavelength imaging using a tungsten metamaterial 

The measured tungsten metamaterial acoustic response previously illustrated in Fig. 4.19 (b) 

showed a broad resonance. Experiments demonstrated the possibility to achieve sub-

wavelength imaging also outside the peak: Fig. 4.22 shows experimental imaging obtained at 

245, 265, 285 and 305 kHz. 

 

Figure 4.22: Sub-wavelength imaging at 245, 265, 285 and 305 kHz. 
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Fig. 4.22 indicates that sub-wavelength imaging of the E-shaped aperture was demonstrated 

over a range of frequencies, showing that images could be reconstructed across a 60 kHz 

frequency range. Tungsten metamaterials with mutiple holes are seen to shift the response 

upwards in frequency and to broaden the bandwidth. Additive manufacturing imperfections in 

hole geometry are thought to be responsible for broadening the operational range of use, and 

this could be a further useful feature in future metamaterials design. 

 

4.7 Conclusions 

This Chapter described experiments conducted on FP resonant ultrasonic metamaterials to 

achieve detection and imaging of sub-wavelength apertures in water. First, the experimental 

setup was described, along with the drive signal. After that, several tests were performed on 

holey brass plates to demonstrate FP resonances in water-filled single channels, and the 

importance of the aspect ratio (h/a) of the channel geometry in obtaining a strong resonance 

was highlighted.  

Further experiments characterised the response of a nickel-alloy metamaterial, and 

subsequently a more carefully additively-manufactured tungsten metamaterial. The latter was 

employed for broadband sub-wavelength imaging of an E-shaped aperture. It was found that 

the aspect ratio of the geometry used was sufficient for imaging purposes, and that additively-

manufactured irregular holes broadened the bandwidth of the response.  
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CHAPTER 5: FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND 
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5.1 Introduction 

As previously shown in Chapter 4, additively-manufactured metallic acoustic metamaterials 

(AMMs) can be used for sub-wavelength imaging as long as evanescent waves are detected 

within a range of frequencies close to that of the expected resonances. However, additive 

manufacturing of metallic samples is much more expensive than that of polymers. Polymers, 

though, have an acoustic impedance Z that is much closer to that of water than is the case for 

metals. Therefore, transmission in the channels of a polymer holey AMM is likely to be 

disturbed by the signal transmitted in the structure, possibly dampening or shifting resonances. 

Note that polymers were previously reported to be far from ideal for water-coupled applications 

[1]. 

In a recent paper of which the writer was a co-author, a new concept was introduced to surpass 

this limit: a holey metamaterial structure made of air volumes contained within a polymer shell 

[2]. The writer worked at strict contact with the other authors and was in charge of design, 

realization, experiments, and simulations. The result is a substrate that has a good acoustic 

impedance mismatch with water, as air and water have a quite different acoustic impedance. 

Carefully-designing trapped air volumes to make a trapped-air holey metamaterial has been 

studied as a way of achieving sub-wavelength imaging in water. Note that the results of 
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modelling and experiments that are presented in this Chapter were produced by the current 

author. The metamaterial was first modelled in COMSOL Multiphysics®, where its imaging 

properties were predicted, and then it was fabricated through micro-stereolithography (MSL) 

and tested. Experiments were then performed to confirm that evanescent waves can couple with 

FP resonances in the 200-300 kHz range to collimate the pressure field through the 

metamaterial for sub-wavelength imaging. 

 

5.2 Acoustic impedance difference and transmission coefficient 

The reason why trapping air in a polymer shell proves useful in water is the high acoustic 

impedance mismatch between the resulting structure and water. Metamaterials made of 

different media assume averaged (sometimes called “effective”) properties [2]. It is appropriate 

to list the acoustic impedance (Z) of air, water, a typical polymer (PLA) and tungsten – see 

Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1: The acoustic impedances of air, water, PLA polymer and tungsten. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A high acoustic impedance (Z) difference between two media has a direct influence over the 

transmission coefficient. The transmission coefficient of a plane wave travelling from a 

medium 1 to a medium 2 is defined as: 

 

HIJK = 1 − �� − ��� + ��! 
     (5.1) 

 

so that "� LMNOPQRST= 0.97 while "� RUVWXRSVOPQRST= 0.06, "� QYTOPQRST= 0.001.  

Material Z = Acoustic impedance 

(Rayls x 106) 

Z/Zw 

(relative to water) 

Air 0.00041 0.00028 

Water 1.48 1 

PLA 2.11 1.43 

Tungsten 100.4 67.8 
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Hence, air pockets trapped between layers of polymer could potentially be used to isolate such 

structures acoustically, while water-filled channels within them could still resonate at FP 

frequencies. To illustrate this, Fig. 5.1 shows a solid metallic AMM structure (grey, left) and a 

similar trapped-air one (beige, middle). They look similar from the outside, but the inset (right) 

shows that the structure is hollow, and details pt, the polymer thickness surrounding the trapped 

air volume.  

 
Figure 5.1: A conventional solid metallic AMM structure (left) and a polymer-based trapped air metamaterial 

(centre). The inset to the right shows how the air is trapped within voids in the structure, using polymer walls with 

a thickness pt.  

 

5.3 Trapped-air AMM - predicted acoustic response in a 2D model 

A 2D Pressure Acoustics, Frequency Domain FEM in COMSOL Multiphysics® was employed 

to predict the acoustic response of a trapped air metamaterial. As in solid metallic AMMs, FP 

resonances are expected in the water channels when the wavelength of the input signal in water 

is a multiple of the channel length: the trapped air volumes are here used to block acoustic 

transmission within the polymer substrate (although, as will be seen, resonances within this 

substrate structure are also possible).  

To simulate this structure in COMSOL Multiphysics®, two 20 mm water control volumes were 

used before and after the metamaterial in the propagation direction (the z-direction) and the 

geometry was surrounded by a 10 mm perfectly matched layer (PML) to avoid reflections. The 
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geometry was meshed so to have at least 10 elements to represent each channel width. A 1 

Pascal plane wave travelling along the z direction was transmitted at different frequencies in 

the 100–500 kHz range. The normalised transmission coefficient of the structure was obtained 

as the ratio of the outlet pressure divided by that at the inlet. In this model, the metamaterial 

was assumed to be h = 6 mm thick with a lattice parameter Λ = 1.2 mm. The air-filled structure 

defining the water channels had a 0.2 mm thick air layers surrounded by a 0.1 mm thick layer 

of polymer. The 2D model and the transmission plot over frequency are shown in Figs. 5.2(a) 

and 5.2(b). 

(a)

(b) 

Figure 5.2: (a) 2D Pressure Acoustic model detailing a planar pressure field travelling in the z-direction towards 

the trapped air metamaterial. (b) Simulated transmission obtained as ratio of outlet pressure over inlet pressure. 

The vertical blue lines are the FP resonances of the air volume.  

The red line in Fig.5.2(b) is the simulated acoustic response of a trapped air metamaterial. 

There are resonant peaks at multiples of 83.3 kHz. This is not the expected location of the 

peaks, which would be 1480 / (2*6) = 123.3 kHz and multiples. This is thought to be due to FP 

resonances being modified by the effective properties of the metamaterial, which is not only 

made of a solid lump of material. The averaged acoustic response of the metamaterial suggests 
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that the average speed of sound is 1,066 m/s, because 1,066 / (2*6) = 83.3 kHz and multiples. 

On top of this, an interesting effect is to see that COMSOL predicts the air volumes resonances 

at multiples of 30 kHz, as shown by the blue vertical lines. This is a consequence of the FP 

resonances of air at 343 / (2*5.8) = 29.6 kHz. It should be noted that these vertical lines align 

with sudden small changes in response, this being additional evidence of the presence of this 

effect. 

 

5.4 3D sub-wavelength imaging model for trapped-air AMMs 

A 3D Pressure Acoustics, Frequency Domain FEM was realised in COMSOL Multiphysics® 

to predict the collimating behaviour of the trapped-air metamaterial. In this model, a sub-

wavelength E-shaped aperture is placed 0.2 mm before a trapped air metamaterial (the same 

one as was used in Chapter 4 to demonstrate the collimation effect in tungsten metamaterials). 

The E-aperture was 1 mm thick, and each segment of the “E” was 10 mm long and 1 mm wide. 

At 280 kHz, λ in water is ≈ 5.3 mm, so the characteristic dimension of the object is sub-

wavelength (≈ λ/5). 

In this 3D model (Fig.5.3), the simulated trapped-air metamaterial dimensions were the same 

as that of the fabricated specimen to be tested experimentally. It contained 16 × 16 channels 

and had a thickness of h = 6.4 mm.  The lattice constant was Λ = 1.8 mm.  The water channel 

aperture was a = 0.8 mm wide, and a polymer layer of thickness pt = 0.4 mm was used to seal 

a 0.2 mm air layer. The effective length of an air pocket was thus heff = h – 2 pt = 5.6 mm. 

Polymer walls of less than 0.4 mm thick are difficult to fabricate using MSL in the type of 

structures studied, for different reasons, namely high aspect ratio and inevitable differences in 

contractions of the polymer based on different cooling rates between polymer and air.  

Figure 5.3 shows a diagram of the 3D model, where a plane wave travels in the z-direction, 

propagating through the aperture and the metamaterial before being detected at a distance of 

0.2 mm from the far side of the metamaterial. 
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Figure 5.3: 3D model used in COMSOL Multiphysics® to demonstrate the collimation effect using a trapped 

air metamaterial. 

A plane wave radiation condition was applied to the surface denoted by the red square in Fig. 

5.3 in z-direction, and a soft boundary condition was applied to the last surface in the z-direction 

to avoid reflections. Figure 5.4 shows the normalised pressure field obtained at a frequency of 

280 kHz at 0.2 mm distance from the output plane of the metamaterial. 

 

Figure 5.4: Sub-wavelength imaging of the E-shaped aperture predicted at 280 kHz.  

The E is resolved in the simulation, predicting the collimating behaviour of trapped air 

metamaterials. The image also displays areas of high Normalised Pressure corresponding to 

the locations of the holes, confirming that the resolution is dictated by the unit lattice: the more 

holes cooperate to form the image, the better the resolution. Note that the current resolution 

was dictated by the experimental limits set by the fabrication method (MSL) used to fabricate 

the trapped air structure, as will now be described. 
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5.5 Fabrication of the trapped air AMM 

Micro-stereolithography (MSL) is an additive manufacturing technique which uses 

photosensitive resin: it was chosen to fabricate the trapped-air metamaterial. The process starts 

with a Computer Aided Design (CAD) software describing the geometry of a specimen to be 

printed. An “.stl” format is used, where the geometry is stored as coordinates of triangles’ 

vertices.  

Two strategies were identified to fabricate a trapped air metamaterial: either manufacture it in 

its entirety or make two halves to be assembled one on top of the other and then superglued for 

waterproofing. Both were tried but the latter was chosen as it was the best way to allow non-

cured liquid resin to drain from within the structure. Figure 5.5 shows a diagram of the two 

pieces which, when assembled, formed the metamaterial. 

 
Figure 5.5: Diagram of the two halves of the trapped air metamaterial. The one to the right was flipped upside 

down and placed on top of the piece on the left to form a trapped air metamaterial. 

To bring together the metamaterial, the section to the right of Fig. 5.5 was inverted and placed 

on top of the one to the left. Such a device requires waterproofing before being submerged in 

water. This was realised using superglue. The waterproofing quality was checked by weighing 

the metamaterial both before and after immersion in water to check for leakage of water into 

the structure, and there was no significant change in weight after 3 hours in water during 

experiments. 

The geometry of each half in “.stl” format is sliced into layers of 100 µm thickness. A vat of 

liquid resin is solidified in a controlled process through photo-polymerisation. A source of light 

or a laser are typically employed, so that the relation between power and solidification depth 

is known. This process is known as curing. After achieving a good adhesion between the first 
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layer and the support, this process of resin curing is repeated for every layer until the geometry 

is complete. After removing excess resin, a further step of post-curing is needed to improve 

mechanical properties [3]. The chosen UV resin was the “Daylight precision hard white resin” 

from “Photocentric Group” and the printer was the “Liquid Crystal Precision 1.5”. The two 

halves were then placed in a “Formlabs Form Cure” for post-curing at 40 °C for one hour.  

This holey repeated geometry, from experience, is hard to realise because the two 

abovementioned halves need to fit into each other tightly. These were designed so that the the 

bottom one would pierce through the holes of the top one. After a careful assembly, the 

superglue was dropped on all the horizontal and vertical lines between each hole and on the 

metamaterial sides for waterproofing. Finding the lower thickness of polymer to assure 

waterproofing has been a challenge, and so was the differential cooling rate, making the middle 

holes slightly more rounded. 

The trapped air metamaterial had 16×16 hole, a centre-to-centre distance (the lattice constant) 

of Λ = 1.8 mm, and a thickness h = 6.4 mm. The polymer thickness (pt) was 0.4 mm as assumed 

in the COMSOL Multiphysics® model. A photograph of the trapped air metamaterial can be 

found in Fig. 5.6(a), along with a micrograph in Fig.5.6(b) showing six of the holes from the 

central section of the metamaterial, which are slightly rounded. They appear even more so as a 

consequence of the light diffracted by the microscope.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6: (a) Photograph of the assembled trapped-air metamaterial fabricated through micro-

stereolithography. (b) Expanded micrograph of six holes in the central section. 

The holes were, on average, less irregular than the metal ones obtained through SLM with the 

nickel-alloy, but overall more rounded than those in the tungsten AMMs. The average hole 

area was measured to be 0.473 mm2 ± 20% assuming a square geometry, the average hole 

diameter is thus 0.69 mm ± 4.5% (compared to the designed value of 0.8 mm).  
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5.6 Experimental acoustic response of the fabricated trapped air metamaterial 

A similar experiment to that presented in Chapter 4 to measure the acoustic response of the 

tungsten metamaterial was repeated for the trapped air metamaterial. A linear chirp signal of 

75 µs duration, sweeping from 100-500 kHz, was emitted from a 300 kHz ultrasonic source, 

travelled through the trapped air metamaterial to be then detected by a 0.5 mm diameter 

hydrophone at a distance of 0.5 mm from the metamaterial far side. A vertical plane parallel to 

the metamaterial was scanned in a grid of 10×10 mm in the central section. This portion was 

chosen as the imaging experiment described in the next Section uses an E-shaped aperture plate 

of the same dimensions. The transmitter to receiver distance was 150 mm. For each point in 

space, the CZT magnitude was calculated over the 100-500 kHz frequency range. These 

magnitudes were then all summed for each frequency between 100 and 500 kHz at steps of 100 

Hz. Normalising these planar sums of CZT magnitudes using water as the baseline reference 

allowed the average response of the metamaterial to be measured. Figure 5.7 shows the 

resulting experimental measurement for the averaged acoustic response of the trapped-air 

metamaterial. 

 
Figure 5.7: Averaged acoustic response of the trapped-air metamaterial.  

The plot shows two broad transmission peaks, which would be expected to be centred on the 

first and second FP harmonics. The first was observed to be over a range from approximately 

200-300 kHz, with a peak value at 256 kHz. The second had a peak value at 384 kHz. Theory 

suggests that, by employing a correction factor for an aperture of a = 0.69 mm (the value 

observed for the fabricated samples), FP resonances should be located at 

1480/2(5.6+0.66*0.69) = 122.2 kHz and multiples (i.e. 244.4 kHz and 366.6 kHz), which 

broadly agrees with the approximate centre of the two peaks in Fig. 5.7. These values are thus 

consistent with the experimental measurements, although the responses are broad and not 
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centred at a single frequency. Note that deviation of up to 16% between theoretical and 

experimental values for FP resonances have been reported in other manuscripts in different 

substrates [4]. It can be seen that, by averaging the acoustic response over a plane, involving 

the interaction of signals from multiple channels, the detected resonances are more broadband. 

This is consistent with the results observed in the Tungsten metallic AMMs in Chapter 4. Note 

that the FP resonances expected from the air volumes every 30 or so kHz were not quite present 

in the averaged acoustic response. It is thought that those air FP resonances were not a 

significant contribution in experiments. 

 

5.7 Experimental sub-wavelength imaging with trapped air metamaterials 

An imaging experiment was then performed to demonstrate that the trapped air metamaterial 

could collimate the pressure field of a sub-wavelength object as predicted by COMSOL 

Multiphysics®. The acoustic response shown in Fig. 5.7 demonstrated the region over which 

metamaterial behaviour were observed, and where the evanescent waves supported by the FP 

resonance could transmit the pressure field. For this experiment, the same E-shaped aperture 

employed for the tungsten metamaterials was placed at a distance of 0.5 mm in front of the 

metamaterial. A 50 µs chirp signal sweeping from 100-400 kHz was transmitted by the 300 

kHz transducer in the water tank, which then sent the signal through the E-shaped aperture and 

the trapped-air metamaterial. Detection made use of a 0.2 mm diameter hydrophone at 0.5 mm 

distance from the metamaterial far side. Figure 5.8 shows a diagram of the experiment. 

 

Figure 5.8: Diagram of the sub-wavelength imaging experiment. 

The hydrophone was scanned across a 131 × 131 grid of points in steps of 0.14 mm, at an axial 

distance of 0.5 mm from the far side of the metamaterial. The scan thus covered an area of 

18.34 mm ×18.34 mm. The CZT algorithm was applied at each detected point in the time 
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domain. Figure 5.9 shows a comparison between (a) numerical simulations obtained at 280 

kHz (already shown in Fig. 5.4) and (b) the variations in the resulting normalised CZT 

magnitude at 239 kHz. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.9: (a) Sub-wavelength imaging of the E-shaped aperture predicted at 280 kHz. (b) Experimental 

variation in the normalised CZT magnitude at 239 kHz, demonstrating the collimation effect in a trapped-air 

metamaterial. 

It is evident that the “E” profile is well resolved experimentally at 239 kHz, and mostly 

collimated through the holes, because of the brighter spots. It can be seen that the relative 

alignment between the E-shaped aperture and the holes is an important factor because not all 

the “legs” of the E-shaped aperture are resolved with the same resolution. Despite this, the 
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experiment demonstrated that a collimating trapped air metamaterial has the potential to 

achieve sub-wavelength imaging. Differences between the predicted and measured frequency 

are thought to be due to slight experimental misalignment and imperfections in the holes, which 

are causing resonances to be slightly shifted. 

Another remarkable result is that the sub-wavelength imaging was demonstrated over the 220-

250 kHz frequency range experimentally, and not only for 239 kHz. This is shown in Fig. 5.10, 

which displays experimental variation of normalised CZT magnitude at multiple frequencies. 

This is consistent with the results obtained in Fig. 5.7, where the measured transmission of the 

trapped air metamaterial was shown to be quite broad.  

 
Figure 5.10: Experimental variation in the normalised CZT magnitude at multiple frequencies, demonstrating the 

collimation effect in the 220-250 kHz range of frequencies. 

The above shows the potential of additively-manufactured metamaterials: imperfections 

caused by the fabrication process can possibly broaden the resonance which, in turn, broadens 

the collimation effect. Such broadband imaging properties were not predicted by the COMSOL 

Multiphysics® model, but they were demonstrated experimentally, both when measuring the 

averaged response of the metamaterial and while imaging. This is thought to be due to the 

model considering only identical holes, while imperfections are shown to widen the range of 

use of such metamaterials. A logical consequence would be that the opposite is also expected 

to be valid: a build with a higher resolution could lead to holes being more similar and thus the 

imaging to be more narrowband, which is not necessarily a desired property, especially when 
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imaging. Therefore, it is not automatically true that employing an additive-manufacturing 

technique with higher resolution is always going to produce a better specimen. 

 

5.8 Conclusions 

The novel concept of a trapped air AMM was investigated to determine whether sub-

wavelength imaging in water was possible. A COMSOL Multiphysics® model predicted the 

possibility of resolving features of λ/5 in water. The simulated device was then fabricated 

through micro-stereolithography and tested to measure its acoustic response – to confirm FP 

resonances – and successfully employed for sub-wavelength imaging. The metamaterial 

resolved the object at 239 kHz, which is near the theoretically-predicted FP resonant frequency. 

Furthermore, broadband sub-wavelength imaging properties were demonstrated in the 220-250 

kHz range. This enabled trapped-air metamaterials to be considered as a new class of 

metamaterials for sub-wavelength imaging. In conclusion, the high difference in acoustic 

impedance introduced by using air trapped within a polymer shell can lead to interesting 

properties, and so can the use of different additive-manufacturing techniques.  

The concept of using trapped air will be further explored in Chapter 6, detailing simulations 

and experiments on trapped air Fresnel-type lenses. 
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CHAPTER 6: TRAPPED-AIR FRESNEL-TYPE LENSES 
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6.1 Acoustic lenses 

Ultrasound focusing is highly desired in many biomedical applications, ranging from 

diagnostic imaging systems [1,2] through to thermoablation and drug delivery applications [3]. 

Different devices can focus sound in a focal spot. The ones of interest here are those that can 

have flat surfaces, among which GRadient INdex (GRIN) lenses [4], Luneburg lenses [5], 

Fresnel zone plates [6–10] and space-coiling structures [11] for use in water. Flat lenses were 

investigated over curved ones as they are easier to manufacture. Furthermore, flat lenses in the 

form of metasurfaces can be aberration-free [12]. 

GRIN lenses for ultrasound are designed to create a controlled gradient of either speed of sound 

or refractive index perpendicularly to the focal axis. Some GRIN lenses [13] can focus 

ultrasound by employing negative refraction in a similar way to phononic crystals, which will 

be described in the next Chapter. A disadvantage of negative refractive lenses is the usual 

narrow frequency range of operation [4].  Despite diffraction limiting the resolution of 

conventional lenses, superlenses [7][14] and hyperlenses [15] are able to image beyond this 

limit. This is made possible by the collimation or the amplification of evanescent waves within 

a lens with negative refractive index, for example employing surface wave resonances [16]. 
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6.2 Theoretical background to trapped air Fresnel-type lenses  

Fresnel-type lenses [17] contain concentric rings or zones. Both a typical curved Fresnel lens 

and a flat Fresnel-type lens are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The flat design shown in Fig.6.1(b) is the 

starting point for the Fresnel-type lens design described in this Chapter. 

(a) (b)   

Figure 6.1: (a) A curved Fresnel lens, (b) a flat Fresnel-type lens. 

In this work, a hybrid between a flat Fresnel lens and a Fresnel zone plates was employed, in a 

similar way to [18], where the focusing properties of a polymer resonant Fresnel-type lens in 

air were demonstrated. The main difference between flat Fresnel lens and flat Fresnel zone 

plates is that the former is focusing through refraction while the latter is focusing through 

diffraction, therefore two different equations are used to choose the channels mid-radii. 

Refractive lenses for use in water would be ideally made of a material which has a refractive 

index with respect to the aqueous environment and, at the same time, with rings of a similar 

acoustic impedance to water to enhance transmission [19]. Fresnel Zone Plates, on the other 

hand, are usually made of materials with a high acoustic impedance difference with respect to 

the host medium, such as a metal [20]. The reason why the design investigated could be 

considered a hybrid between a Fresnel refractive lens and a zone plate is because the mean radii 

position of each channel was calculated as if it was a Fresnel lens, but the main focusing 

mechanism is diffraction through FP resonances within the concentric transmission channels, 

which in this design were of equal width. This was chosen because the same aspect ratio was 

needed to generate a stable FP resonance in each channel (created in between rings). 
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An ideal lens would be flat, thin, light and with a high amplification at the focal point [20]. The 

design can be improved by employing a lens thickness to establish FP resonances within each 

channel. This has previously been demonstrated in air [18], but not in water. Creating a large 

acoustic impedance mismatch between the lens material and the aqueous environment is not as 

simple as in air, and it is not easy to select the correct material with which to make a lens. One 

option is to manufacture metallic lenses, but they are relatively expensive, especially when 

built layer-by-layer with additive-manufacturing, and the build resolution can be poor. 

Therefore, the trapped air concept described in Chapter 5 was investigated for use in flat 

Fresnel-type lenses for use in water. 

The proposed lens contained concentric rings of trapped air, separated by a constant water-

filled channel spacing. FEM and experiments on a set of such trapped-air lenses have shown 

that a plane wave can be successfully focused to a focal spot. Further, carefully choosing the 

lens thickness can generate FP resonances in the water-filled channels which can boost the lens 

amplification at the focal point. The effect on the focus, employing different polymer shell 

thicknesses to enclose the air volume, is discussed. The Full Width at Half the Maximum 

amplitude (FWHM), an important parameter measuring the lens resolution, is then quantified 

for one case. Next, the effect of using a different input signal – a toneburst - is shown to be 

beneficial for the focusing amplification. After that, the influence of the lens thickness, which 

affects both the aspect ratio of the channels and the selection of the frequency used, is 

examined.  

 

6.2.1 Trapped air lenses 

A trapped-air lens is made of alternated concentric rings of trapped-air polymer layers 

separated by a constant spacing so to create water channels between each ring. Figure 6.2(a) is 

an illustration showing the construction of such a lens and Fig. 6.2(b) shows one of the 

additively-manufactured trapped-air lenses. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.2: (a) Illustration of the structure of a trapped-air lens. (b) A picture of an additively-manufactured lens. 

The light blue parts of 6.2(b) are the zones with trapped air, which are sealed by the polymer 

which is of a darker shade of blue. The aim of this design is to have most of the sound reflected 

back from air-filled polymer sections because of the resultant high reflection coefficient, 

leaving the water-filled rings to transmit ultrasonic energy and to resonate to create a focal 

spot.  

 

6.3 Trapped air lenses amplification 

All the designed lenses were intended to focus ultrasound at a distance xf equal to a wavelength. 

The reason why this focusing distance was chosen is that there is a trade-off between the 

number of water channels diffracting sound and the focusing distance. More channels generate 

a better constructive interference but, if the focus is shifted further away along the focusing 

axis, there needs to be an increased spacing between them. As the transducer was 22 mm wide, 

it was decided to aim for at least 4 diffracting channels fully within the incident ultrasonic 

beam. It is good practice to limit a lens in size for possible applications. Adjacent straight 

channels need to generate constructive interference, and this is possible when the distance from 

each channel outlet to the chosen focal point is a multiple of a wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 

6.3.  
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Figure 6.3: Cross sections of a Fresnel lenses focusing sound. Left: an example of a conventional metal lens and 

right: a trapped air lens.  

where t is the lens thickness, a is the width of the water channels between the rings, xf is the 

focal distance length, set equal to λ and pt is the polymer thickness needed to trap the air 

volume. As long as the channel aperture a is fixed, the distance between adjacent mean 

channels radii, where ri are the mean channels radii (r1=0 mm), can be calculated using eq. 6.1 

[18]: 

A; = �
, + Z9[ + A;�� � − 9[            (6.1) 

The reason why a metal lens is shown alongside a trapped-air one, is that the aim of the 

experiment was to make a lens of air, therefore one can imagine the volumes of metal being 

replaced with air, which obviously needs a polymer shell outside the air volume to be used in 

water. 

 

6.4 Boosting the trapped-air lenses amplification through FP resonances 

The lens thickness t is chosen, so that the water channels can resonate at the chosen resonant 

frequency, thereby boosting the lens amplification. If t = 1.48 mm is chosen, a Fabry-Pérot 

resonance in water is expected at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency f1, 

 

+� = �  �=          (6.2)          
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where c =1480 m∙s-1 is the speed of sound in water at room temperature, which in turn sets λ = 

2.96 mm at f1 = 500 kHz. Note that, because of the aspect ratio of each channel being far from 

optimal in these lenses (t = 1.48 mm and a = 2 mm, so that t < a), the correction factor in the 

FP equation (Eq. 3.1) was not valid and thus was not considered.  

By fixing the focal point xf  at one wavelength distance, using Eq. 6.1, the channel radii obtained 

are r1 = 0 mm, r2 = 5.13 mm, r3 = 8.37 mm, r4 = 11.46 mm and r5 = 14.5 mm. The designed 

lenses are thus aimed at focusing the incoming wave at 2.96 mm distance from the middle 

channel at 500 kHz, provided that the acoustic impedance mismatch between the lens material 

and the surrounding medium is sufficiently large.  

 

6.5 Numerical simulations of trapped air lenses 

Comparison between the predictions of FEM and experiments on trapped-air lenses were 

conducted. In the models, air volumes were trapped within a PLA shell of three different 

polymer thicknesses (pt) of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm. A FEM 2D Axisymmetric Pressure Acoustics, 

Frequency Domain model was built in COMSOL Multiphysics® to verify and compare the 

sound focusing effect of such lenses. Each lens was made in 2D by revolving six rectangular 

sections - creating five water channels - around a symmetry axis (at a value of zero along the 

x-axis in Fig. 6.4). Before and after the lens, two water control volumes were used to simulate 

propagation in water, and the whole geometry was surrounded by a Perfectly Matched Layer 

(PML) to simulate anechoic conditions. A 1 Pa background pressure field was applied to 

simulate a travelling plane wave impinging the lens from the top of Fig. 6.3. The study ranged 

from 300 to 700 kHz, as these lenses are designed to focus at 2.96 mm distance from the lens 

at the fundamental frequency +� =500 kHz. The axisymmetric model is shown Fig. 6.4:  
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Figure 6.4: 2D axisymmetric COMSOL Multiphysics® model sketch employed to assess the lenses amplification. 

The inset shows a zoom of the lens. This diagram shows only the RHS of the whole 2D model. Sound propagation 

is in the vertical direction in the diagram. 

A space-varying mesh was applied to make sure that there were at least 10 elements per 

smallest dimension, which was the polymer thickness pt.  

To manufacture the lens, the channel aperture a (which is the separation between adjacent lens 

channels) must be greater than twice the polymer thickness pt, otherwise there would be no 

water channels between the lens rings. As it was decided to compare polymer thicknesses pt of 

0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm, which are near the lower limit of micro-stereolithography, the channel 

aperture was fixed at a value of a = 2 mm.  

 

6.6 Experiments on trapped air lenses 

Experiments were performed in a custom-made water tank. A 75 µs chirp signal sweeping from 

300 to 700 kHz was employed to analyse the pressure field generated by each lens. The signal 

was emitted by a 22 mm diameter transducer with a frequency response centred at 500 kHz. 

The signal travelled in water, then through the lens, and the resulting pressure field was 

detected by a 0.5 mm diameter Precision Acoustic hydrophone fixed to a motorized 3-axis 

stage. The acquired grid of points covered a surface of 10 (width) x 10 mm (depth) at steps of 

0.5 mm and was recorded (PXI-5122 Digitizer) at a sampling rate of 100 MSs-1. Time domain 

acquired signals were transformed in the frequency domain using a CZT algorithm to show the 

pressure in the focal axis at frequencies between 300 and 700 kHz. Experimental results were 

normalised using a water-only path (i.e. in the absence of the lens) as a baseline reference, so 
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to visualize the amplification. The trapped air polymer lenses were fabricated using micro-

stereolithography, as described previously in Chapter 5.  

 

6.7 Comparison between predictions and experiments on trapped air lenses 

Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between numerical predictions (left) of a trapped air lens of pt 

= 0.4 mm and experimental results on the fabricated lens (right), showing the pressure field as 

a function of the axial distance for multiple frequencies.  

 

Figure 6.5: Numerical predictions (left) compared to experimental results (right) of the pressure field as a 

function of the axial distance for multiple frequencies on a trapped-air lens with pt = 0.4 mm.  

The trend predicted by the model is clearly confirmed by the experiment. In both cases, the 

focus point is shifting in frequency with distance, typical of lens behaviour. The model predicts 

amplification up to 7 times, while the trapped air lens is not seen to create such a high amplitude 

at the focus. This difference in amplitude is thought to be due to (i) slight experimental 

misalignment and (ii) the model is considering ideal properties, where losses due to friction 

within the polymer structure, and vibrations within it, could make a noticeable difference. 

Furthermore, the channels were not ideal for FP generation due to their low aspect ratio. The 

numerical simulations also suggested that there are other frequencies at which to expect 

resonances and anti-resonances based on the vertical yellow and blue lines which are thought 

to be due to FP resonances in the trapped air volumes. Note that the upper limit of the 

amplification in the model was set to 7 even though some resonances could reach even higher 
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values, this was done so as to highlight the lens trend and this limit was kept consistent in all 

the models. Experiments with the lenses confirmed the FEM trend but are quite different in 

amplitude and the intended focusing points is not exactly at 2.96 mm at 500 kHz, due to the 

interaction between trapped air channels and water-filled channels. The general lens trend 

would be generated even with a non-resonant thickness, but on top of it, there are vertical zones, 

showing the amplification boost given by the FP resonances in the water-filled channels (in the 

form of yellow vertical stripes). Despite blocking a good part of the sound, the amplification is 

almost 1 and there is a focal region which could be useful for imaging as it has more amplitude 

than the background. 

By changing the polymer thickness pt to 0.6 mm and 0.8 mm, Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) were 

obtained. 
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(a) 

(b)  

Figure 6.6: Numerical predictions (left) compared to experimental results (right) of the pressure field as a 

function of the axial distance for multiple frequencies on a trapped air lens with (a) pt = 0.6 mm and (b) pt = 0.8 

mm.  

Again, the trend of the model is confirmed experimentally, but this time the trapped-air lenses 

are shown to amplify the pressure field in the focused zones also experimentally with respect 

to water. This slight increase in polymer shell thickness is helping to concentrate the ultrasound 

at the focal point. This is thought to be due to stronger water FP resonances as the water 

channels are now narrower due to the increased pt because the aperture a is fixed at 2 mm. The 

effective width of the water channel was 0.8 mm in the 0.6 mm pt case and 0.4 mm in the 0.8 

mm pt case because a = 2 mm. The aspect ratios (t/a) of the water channels in these two cases 

were, respectively, 1.85 for the 0.8 mm wide case and 3.7 in the 0.4 mm wide case. Additively-
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manufactured trapped air lenses are focusing ultrasound in water and could be therefore a valid 

and cheaper replacement to additively-manufactured metal lenses.  

A parameter of interest for lenses is the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), defined as the 

distance between the two points on the y-axis which are at half the maximum amplitude, which 

measures the lens resolution [19]. In the case of the 0.6 mm pt trapped-air lens, the FWHM was 

0.65 λ, where λ at this frequency is 1480 ms-1 / 551.3 kHz = 2.69 mm. Figure 6.7 (a) highlights 

the focus obtained at 551.3 kHz and Fig.6.7(b) displays the intensity of the normalised CZT 

magnitudes both parallel (blue line) and perpendicular (red line) to the focal axis. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.7: (a) Focal spot field detected at 551.3 kHz. (b) The focus point is represented as two lines respectively 

perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) to the axial distance. 
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In diffraction-limited lenses, the value of the FWHM cannot be below 0.5 λ. The closer the 

FWHM is to 0.5 λ, the better the lens, because the resolution increases. A lower value of 

FWHM means that there is a better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the lens against the 

background.  One way to surpass this limit and obtain a lens with a FWHM below 0.5 λ is to 

use a superlens [16]. As expected, the trapped-air lenses are diffraction-limited, but 0.65 λ is a 

resolution comparable to lenses shown in different scientific manuscripts, e.g. in [19], a FWHM 

of 0.57 λ and 0.61 λ were obtained for two analysed lenses. 

A further experiment was carried out to investigate the effect of the input signal on the focusing 

amplification. When using a 21 cycles toneburst, repeating the experiment with and without 

the same 0.6 mm pt lens to use water as a baseline reference at 551.3 kHz, it was found that an 

even higher amplification can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 6.8. 

 
Figure 6.8: Amplification along the focal axis obtained with a 21 cycles toneburst. 

The amplification over water measured with the 21 cycles toneburst was 2, while with the chirp 

it was only 1.65. This difference is due to the chirp distributing its power at multiple 

frequencies, so there is less power at a specific frequency with respect to a multi-cycle 

toneburst. Also, with a 21 cycles toneburst, there is more time to generate a resonance, and this 

has a beneficial effect over the focusing amplification. 

In the next comparison, the overall lens thickness (t) in the propagation direction is doubled to 

assess the effect of using a different FP resonant harmonic on the focal point. Figure 6.9 shows 

a comparison similar to the one in Fig. 6.6, but with doubled thickness, so instead of t = 1.48 

mm, t = 2.96 mm, in order to have the fundamental at 250 kHz and the first harmonic at 500 

kHz, neglecting the correction factor for apertures. 
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(a)  

 (b) 

Figure 6.9: (Left) Numerical predictions and (right) experimental results of the pressure field as a function of the 

axial distance for multiple frequencies for a trapped-air lens with (a) pt = 0.6 mm and (b) pt = 0.8 mm with 

doubled lens thickness.  

The thickness t is of high importance for two reasons: it changes both the harmonics of the FP 

resonance (which in the case of the water channels was the fundamental with t = 1.48mm and 

the 1st harmonic when t = 2.96 mm) and the aspect ratio (t/a) of the channels. FP resonances 

usually benefit from a high aspect ratio, but there is a trade-off to consider on the fabrication 

end, for which thin high walls are not ideal to make, especially when realising sub-mm 

thickness devices with micro-stereolithography. Doubling the lens thickness has a detrimental 
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effect on the focus intensity, but it is still showing a lens effect because the intensity at the 

focus is stronger than the background. 

 

6.8 Conclusions 

The concept of trapping air in a polymer shell to make additively-manufactured Fresnel-type 

lenses in water has been presented. Both numerical and experimental results have shown that 

a focal point can be obtained, even though the expected amplification from the model is not 

quite achieved in practice. An advantage of these lenses is that the trapped-air design creates 

an important acoustic impedance mismatch with water, even though the solid structure is 

fabricated from polymer material, and this allow the generation of strong Fabry-Pérot 

resonances in the water channels. Additive manufacturing of trapped air lenses through micro-

stereolithography is cheaper and more accessible to the scientific community than additively-

manufactured metallic lenses. Trapping air with polymer to make a lens is thus a promising 

technique for ultrasound imaging and sensing applications. 
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CHAPTER 7: PHONONIC CRYSTALS BANDGAPS, 

NEGATIVE REFRACTION AND SOUND FOCUSING 
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7.1 Phononic crystals theoretical background and properties 

Phononic crystals (PCs)  are made of periodically-arranged scatterers [1–3] which alter sound 

propagation through Bragg scattering and localised resonances, among which is Mie-like 

scattering [4].  

Bragg scattering illustrates how a wave of light, when going through a crystal, is partly 

reflected at every plane of atoms. The reflected components may create interference with each 

other and the incident wave, prohibiting wave propagation through the crystal. Similarly, in 

acoustics, scatterers can block sound waves. Acoustic Bragg scattering is exhibited when the 

dimension of the lattice parameter of the crystal is of the same order of magnitude as the 

wavelength of the incoming sound wave. This phenomenon occurs as a consequence of the 

acoustic impedance difference resulting from periodically-arranged scatterers in space, and 

therefore does not occur in homogeneous structures.  
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Mie scattering is a theory describing the scattering of an electromagnetic plane wave on a 

spherical or cylindrical scatterer, [5]. It involves the solution of a scalar wave equation in 

spherical coordinates. It is named after Gustav Mie, who published the theory in 1908. Here 

“Mie-like scattering” was used to describe the acoustic equivalent of Mie scattering. 

Phononic crystals can exhibit bandgaps, frequency ranges where propagation is forbidden. 

Mass densities and elastic moduli [4], filling fraction, geometry [6] and arrangement of 

scatterers [2] have a strong effect on bandgaps formation and intensity. Phononic crystals can 

be used to shape the band structure of phonons, and this is often described using a diagram 

showing the allowed modes of frequency-dependent sound propagation in particular directions 

through the lattice, as shown in Section 7.3.3. 

It is necessary to stress that, unlike other types of acoustic metamaterials, the spectral and 

dispersion properties of PCs depend on the size and arrangement of the scatterers, and not upon 

the local resonances of the meta-atoms. PCs rely on their periodicity, while other acoustic 

metamaterials do not necessarily do so [7].  

In the 3D case, PC scatterers are usually spherical, while in 2D they are mostly cylindrical, and 

the distance between neighbouring scatterers is the unit lattice Λ. Scatterers can be surrounded 

by either a fluid or a solid matrix. When a solid matrix is used, e.g. steel cylinders in epoxy, 

both longitudinal and transverse waves are supported, usually making bandgaps wider and 

more attenuating [8]. In this work, only regularly spaced metallic cylindrical scatterers in water 

were used. The reason behind this choice is that the depth and width of the bandgaps are not 

the only properties studied, as also negative refraction and sound focusing were of interest. 

Note that some designs use a solid propagation medium and scattering from air-filled voids, 

but such structures were not considered in this work [9]. 

Some reviews have included phononic crystals in the category of acoustic metamaterials [10], 

others have not [5]. PCs can exhibit extraordinary properties, such as negative refraction or 

bandgaps, as long as their lattice constant is in the same order of magnitude as the excitation 

signal [5]. This leads to PCs usually being cumbersome for low-frequency applications. The 

same is not necessarily true for AMMs, where local resonances can exhibit excitation 

wavelengths of two orders of magnitude lower without periodic meta-atoms [11]. In principle, 

there is not a fundamental limit on the resonator’s size for interaction with the input signal [12], 

meaning that multiple bandgaps at different frequencies can be formed, but the same is not 

found in practice, for which bandgaps are exhibited only when the scatterers spacing is in the 
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same order of magnitude as the input signal wavelength. Regardless of the classification, PCs 

are of high interest for many applications ranging from sound control [13] to ultrasonic imaging 

[14] and also thermal management [15]. By selectively removing or altering some scatterers, 

they can also be used for trapping, waveguiding, bending and splitting sound waves [1]. 

Furthermore, if a series of PCs are stacked forming a density gradient, a GRIN lens can be 

formed, which allow cloaking of objects and bending of sound [16]. 

In this Chapter, the emphasis is on bandgaps [17][7], negative refraction [18] and sound 

focusing [18] in both conventionally and additively-manufactured phononic crystals. These 

properties will be investigated both numerically through FEM and experimentally.  

Note that this work led to a conference manuscript “Negative refraction in conventional and 

additively manufactured phononic crystals” [19], which used a series of experimental 

measurements to show bandgaps and negative refraction. By comparing conventional and 

additively-manufactured PCs, it was demonstrated that selective laser melting is a suitable 

technique to fabricate PCs for use in water in the range of hundreds of kHz, as the same 

properties were shown in both cases – conventional and layer-by-layer - at similar frequencies.  

 

7.1.2 Phononic crystals and reciprocal space 

The 2D PCs considered in this work are made of cylindrical scatterers of 4 mm diameter 

separated by 0.8 mm, with a unit lattice Λ = 4.8 mm, arranged in a triangular Bravais lattice 

[5]. The triangular arrangement used performs better than its cubic equivalent [2] and similar 

crystals were previously shown to exhibit negative refraction and imaging properties in water 

[20].  

It is convenient to analyse PCs in reciprocal space [21], also called k-space, as they are periodic 

structures arranged in a crystalline-like fashion. A geometric transformation of coordinates is 

needed to transform the real space into reciprocal space. Let us define a as the spacing between 

scatterers in the direct lattice – which is 4.8 mm - and b as the spacing in the reciprocal lattice. 

The primitive vectors for these two spaces are, respectively, 3⃑�, 3⃑  and ]�⃑ �, ]�⃑  .   

Figure 7.1 shows a comparison between the direct and the reciprocal lattice for a triangular 

crystal arrangement. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1: (a) The direct lattice. Red circles represent the cylinders, perpendicular to the view plane. (b) The 

reciprocal lattice, or k-space. The blue region highlights the Brillouin zone. The main points of symmetry are Γ, 

M and K. 

Let us define 3⃑� = 3
1,0�, 3⃑ = 3
1/2, √3/2�, and 3⃑a = � b, where c is a constant and z is 

the third axis perpendicular to the 2D plane considered.  It is possible to calculate the two 

relevant reciprocal lattice vectors, ]�⃑ �, ]�⃑   , which are coplanar with 3⃑�, 3⃑ , as in Eqs. 7.1 and 

7.2 [22]: 

 

]�⃑ � = 2c 3⃑ × 3⃑a3⃑� ∙ 
3⃑ × 3⃑a�      (7.1)  

]�⃑  = 2c 3⃑a × 3⃑�3⃑� ∙ 
3⃑ × 3⃑a�      (7.2)  

From these two equations we obtain, respectively: 

]�⃑ � = 2c3√3 
√3, 1�     (7.3)  

]�⃑  = 4c3√3 
0,1�     (7.4)  

From this definition, it follows that |]�⃑ �| = |]�⃑  | = b = 4c/
a√3� [5].  

Following the coordinate transformation to obtain reciprocal space from direct lattice, it can be 

shown that the k-space lattice can be obtained by rotating the direct lattice by 30º (clockwise 

or counter-clockwise). The unit of measure of k-space is mm-1. 
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Note that only a single hexagonal cell is shown, while a whole crystal would be made of 

multiple cylinders layers arranged in a triangular fashion. A few more concepts must also be 

introduced. The blue inner region of Fig. 7.1(b) is called the Brillouin zone, defined as the 

region of space closer to Γ than to any other reciprocal lattice points [23], the red circles in this 

case (which are the cylindric scatterers). Γ is at the midpoint of the central red cylinder (not 

shown in 7.1(b) for clarity, as it would overlap with the Brillouin zone).  This zone has two 

main symmetry directions: ΓM and ΓK.  

The main consequence of the high level of symmetry is that by studying the phonon dispersion 

along ΓM, ΓK and MK, the whole crystal dispersion curve can be calculated [5]. The dispersion 

curve will be examined later. As an illustration of these directions within the structure, a plane 

wave travelling from left to right in Fig. 7.1(a) would be propagating in the ΓK direction; 

conversely, a plane wave travelling from bottom to top would instead be going in the ΓM 

direction. In other words, the direction perpendicular to the segment connecting the cylinders 

in the direct lattice is ΓM in the reciprocal lattice. 

 

7.1.3 Bandgap formation 

Acoustic bandgaps are frequency ranges within which propagation of acoustic waves through 

the PC structure is forbidden in a particular direction. There are three different mechanisms to 

form a Band Gap: Bragg scattering, hybridization and weak elastic coupling effects [24].  

A Bragg gap is generated by a destructive interference of waves scattered from the inclusions 

that blocks transmission in one of the symmetry directions, forming a stopgap. If it happens in 

all directions it is known as a bandgap. Another way of forming a bandgap is through 

hybridization, that is when the scattering resonance of a single scatterer couples with a 

propagating mode of the embedding matrix. This is more common when using a solid matrix, 

and are formed as a consequence of negative effective material parameters (such as density or 

elastic modulus) [25]. It has also been shown that it is possible to have a Bragg gap overlapping 

with an hybridization gap, creating a deeper bandgap [26]. A third type of bandgap can be 

observed in solid spheres coupled together by elastic bonds. Here, the elastic coupling between 

spheres resonances creates passbands of restricted bandwidth, so bandgaps can be formed. 

Multiple bandgaps are possible for a given PC at different frequencies as long as there is Bragg 

scattering, which requires the wavelength to be in the same order of magnitude as the unit 
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lattice. There are also a number of other phenomena occurring near the edge of bandgaps such 

as an abrupt change in group velocity or bending of acoustic waves [5]. It is also possible to 

introduce defects or irregularities inside a PC, for example by removing a single scatterer, 

creating transmission bands inside the bandgap region [1], effectively making a frequency-

dependent switch. 

 

7.2 Fabrication of PCs  

A comparison between conventionally-manufactured metallic PCs and those fabricated by 

additive manufacturing does not seem to have been reported in the literature. If bandgaps and 

other properties are shown to be similar in both types of PCs, then additive manufacturing 

would be shown to be a suitable technique to produce PCs, potentially allowing more complex 

geometries with better properties to be built. Bandgaps can be wider when there is a large 

acoustic impedance mismatch between scatterers and the matrix [27].  

Experiments were performed to compare the bandgaps exhibited by a PC made of stainless-

steel pre-formed rods and an additively-manufactured metallic replica in the ΓK direction. 

Looking at the crystals shown in Fig. 7.2 from above, ΓK would be the vertical direction 

perpendicular to the cylinder’s axis. The conventional stainless-steel structure was made by 

arranging rods in a laser cut sheet of PMMA. The additively-manufactured structure was 

fabricated using Selective Laser Melting using a Realizer SML50 machine and Inconel 718 

powder. The superficial roughness parameter Ra - defined in Eq. 4.3 as the average of the 

absolute values of the profile over a segment - was measured with a Bruker Contour GT 

interferometer to be Ra = 0.5 ± 0.5 μm for the stainless-steel rods and Ra = 20 ± 6 μm for the 

SLM replica. Figures 7.2(a-d) show the two PCs and their measured superficial roughness. 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.2: Realised phononic crystals in the ΓK direction. (a) Conventionally-constructed PC. (b) PC fabricated 

using the SLM process showing increased surface roughness, as measured in (c) and (d) respectively. The value 

of Ra is shown in red. 

The PCs were designed to be used with a transducer centred at 300 kHz, where the wavelength 

in water is λ ~ 5 mm. The surface roughness is therefore two orders of magnitude smaller than 

λ. The diameter of the SLM rods (3.91±0.05 mm) was slightly different to those obtained 

commercially (3.99±0.02 mm) and Inconel 718 is 5% more dense (8190 kg/m3 vs 7780 kg/m3) 

than stainless-steel and its longitudinal speed of sound is 2% slower than steel (5700 m/s vs 

5825 m/s).  

 

7.3 Bandgap predictions and experiment  

7.3.1 FEM simulation 

There are multiple ways to calculate the dispersive properties of PCs, including Plane Wave 

Expansion [23], the Transfer Matrix Method [28], Multiple Scattering Theory [29] and Finite 

Element Modelling [30].  

FEM predictions were performed using a 2D pressure acoustics model in COMSOL 

Multiphysics®. The crystal was modelled assuming 10 layers of stainless-steel cylinders in the 
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ΓK direction. A layered Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) was adopted to simulate anechoic 

conditions around the water control volumes created before and after the crystal. The geometry 

was meshed to have 10 elements to describe the space between the scatterers. A background 

pressure field of 1 Pa was applied to the whole geometry in the horizontal positive ΓK direction, 

as shown in Figure 7.3. 

 

Figure 7.3: Geometry of FEM of a 4 mm diameter cylinders phononic crystal with a unit lattice of 4.8 mm tested 

in ΓK direction (left to right). 

The resulting absolute pressure field was extracted at the far side of the phononic crystal, using 

a similar distance to that of the experiments (0.5 mm) to be described below. Numerical results 

will be shown in the next Section for comparison with experiments.  

 

7.3.2 Bandgap measurement and comparison to FEM  

Figure 7.4 shows the through-transmission experiment realised to measure the bandgap in ΓK 

direction. 
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Figure 7.4: The through-transmission experiment realised to measure the bandgap. 

A chirp signal between 100 and 500 kHz was emitted and received by identical 25.4 mm 

diameter piezocomposite 300 kHz transducers at a fixed distance of 150 mm. The receiver was 

placed as close as possible to the far side of the structure to avoid edge effects (0.5 mm). The 

experiment was repeated three times: one for each rectangular crystal and one without any 

sample to use water as a baseline reference. A 6 mm thick foam layer around the crystals was 

used to prevent edge effects. The far-field of the ultrasonic source was used to approximate 

plane wave incidence. The signals acquired in the time domain were Fourier transformed to 

confirm the presence of a strong bandgap from 230 to 400 kHz, as shown in Fig. 7.5. 

 
Figure 7.5: Measured transmission coefficient vs frequency for the two PCs compared with the FEM numerical 

predictions and with the Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) predictions. 

The trend, the bandgap position and intensity are agreeing quite well with the FEM predictions 

in both cases, validating Selective Laser Melting as an additive manufacturing technique to 
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obtain phononic crystals exhibiting bandgaps at hundreds of kHz. The effect of the increased 

roughness parameter Ra has also shown that the selective laser melted structure exhibited a 

more attenuating and wider bandgap. Again, additive-manufacturing is proven to be a method 

potentially improving metamaterials properties, similarly to how irregularities improved sub-

wavelength imaging with tungsten metamaterials – as shown in Chapter 4. 

There is evidence of a transmission peak predicted at 344 kHz, which is also shown in the 

dispersion curve to be described below. There are potentially several reasons why scattering 

could be slightly constructively interfering at that wavelength: slight misalignment of the 

hydrophone, crystal of only-so-many layers and not infinite, a mode could be possible for only 

that wavelength and also edge effects. There is also a small increase in the transmission 

coefficient seen experimentally at 344 kHz, which reinforces the agreement between FEM and 

experiments.  

 

7.3.3 Predictions of a Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) approach 

Creating a code to run MST for a 2D phononic crystal is a specialist area. Thus, a collaboration 

was established with Dr Rebecca Sainidou and Dr Pascal Rembert of the University of Le 

Havre, Normandy, France, who have an established code for such predictions [29,31]. They 

were asked to run their MST code assuming steel cylinders in water to compare to the results 

of the previous section. Band structures of 2D PCs are divided into three zones, ΓM, MK and 

KΓ: these are the main symmetry directions and are typically represented in the x-axis of the 

band structure. The y-axis of the graph is frequency. The resulting band structure – sometimes 

called a dispersion curve – represents the possible modes inside a phononic crystal at different 

frequencies. Each mode is represented by wavevectors k. Bandgaps can be easily located 

because transmittance approaches zero and there are no modes possible.  

Figure 7.6 shows the dispersion curve of an infinite 2D crystal. Scatterers of 4 mm diameter 

with a lattice Λ = 4.8 mm were selected in the MST. 
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Figure 7.6: MST (Multiple Scattering Theory) produced band dispersion curve of an infinite 2D PC made of 4 

mm diameter steel cylinders separated by 0.8 mm distance. LHS and RHS show the transmission as a function of 

frequency along ΓM and ΓK directions. The blue zone shows the location of a complete bandgap, the green zone 

shows a stopgap in ΓM direction. Reproduced with permission of Dr Rebecca Sainidou and Dr Pascal Rembert. 

Dispersion curves are not straightforward to understand because they contain much information 

in a relatively small space, therefore let’s proceed by describing Fig. 7.6 step by step. The LHS 

plot shows transmission as a function of frequency in the ΓM direction, which is one of the 

main symmetry directions. The RHS plot shows transmission as a function of frequency in ΓK 

direction, which is of more interest as it will be also measured experimentally. 

The trisected graph in the middle is the dispersion curve itself. It describes the possible modes 

of phonons along the three main symmetry directions (ΓM, MK and ΓK), indicating the relation 

between wavevectors k (mm-1) and frequency. The curve is built point-by-point: each ΓM, MK 

and ΓK segment (shown in Fig. 7.1) is divided into a number of equidistant points, which is 

usually at least 20. For each point, the MST code predicts the possible associated modes.  

If no modes are possible for a range of frequencies in all three directions there is a bandgap, 

such as the blue one of Fig. 7.6, from 260 to 310 kHz. If no modes are possible in only one 

direction there is a stopgap, such as the green one in ΓM direction, from 130 to 170 kHz. 

Although the first bandgap of the PC considered in ΓK direction goes from 260 kHz to 310 

kHz, there is a zone of no transmittance from 170 to 400 kHz, except for a narrow transmission 

peak at 306 kHz. From a strict definition, this shouldn’t be considered a stopgap, as the MST 

dispersion curve is predicting a possible mode outside the bandgap, but the transmittance is 

still zero, therefore it will be named “zero transmission zone”.  
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FEM in COMSOL Multiphysics® shown in Section 7.3.1 also predicted a very low 

transmission of a 10 layers structure in ΓK direction from 230 kHz to 400 kHz, in good 

agreement with the MST analytical model. Slight differences in the starting frequency of the 

“zero transmission zone” are attributed to the finite size of the crystal in FEM. A further 

similarity is the transmission peak inside the bandgap observed in MST at 306 kHz, while in 

COMSOL Multiphysics® FEM simulations it was predicted at 344 kHz (a deviation of 11%). 

It is interesting that both modelling approaches are predicting this peak, which is not widely 

reported in the literature. 

The dispersion curve is made of “bands”, and bandgaps are usually formed between one band 

and the next. In ΓK direction, for example, the first band would range from 0 to 150 kHz, and 

the second band would go from 150 kHz to 260 kHz. 

Therefore, both MST and COMSOL Multiphysics® FEM predict similar frequency range for 

the “zero transmission zone”, which was also confirmed experimentally in Fig. 7.5. 

7.4 Negative refraction 

One of the peculiar properties of phononic crystals is negative refraction. Both negative 

refraction and sound focusing are band structure properties, whereas a bandgap is a spectral 

phenomenon [5]. Negative refraction in phononic crystals only appears over specific frequency 

ranges which are the ones represented in even bands of the dispersion curve. An example of 

this frequency range is after the end of the first bandgap. Negative refraction is caused by the 

wave vector and the group velocity in the crystal being antiparallel.  

The group velocity  g⃑h  can be different from the phase velocity g⃑8ijkl when a non-

monochromatic wave is transmitted through a PC because of frequency-dependent dispersion. 

The group velocity is the velocity of all the monochromatic waves superimposed. It has the 

same direction as the energy. It can be calculated as:  

 

 g⃑h =  >m��⃑ ? 
��⃑ �     (7.2)  

  

Therefore, the group velocity in a specific point of the dispersion curve is equal to the value of 

the instant derivative in that point (on the MST curve). The group velocity will therefore be 

positive in odd bands and negative on even bands [5]. 
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The phase velocity, instead, is the direction of the propagation of constant phase, depending on 

the wave vector ��⃗ , which is depending on the frequency in dispersive medium such as PCs. It 

can be calculated as:  

 

 g8ijkl =   2c+��⃗      (7.3)  

  

The reason why negative refraction is appealing is that sound can be focused by a flat crystal 

in two points, one inside and one outside the crystal [20], behaving effectively as a lens. This 

“lens” can also be tuned to amplify evanescent waves for imaging below the resolution limit in 

the vicinity of the crystal [15]. Figure 7.7 shows the two focal points at negative refraction 

frequencies. 

 

Figure 7.7: A plane wave is focused two times at negative refraction frequencies, one inside and one outside the 

crystal. 

It is clearly not possible to use the hydrophone to measure the focal point inside the structure, 

but the 2nd focal point can be measured. 

 

7.4.1 Negative refraction FEM 

A rectangular PC with parallel sides would negatively refract the input wave two times, one 

when entering the PC and then when being refracted at its far side: positive and negative 

refraction would then be parallel and therefore hard to distinguish. Figure 7.8 clarifies this 

concept. 
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Figure 7.8: Negative and positive refraction would be parallel in a flat crystal. 

Hence, a prismatic shape with internal angles of 30°, 60° and 90° was chosen to show negative 

refraction. The excitation wave enters the prismatic PC without changing its direction until it 

is refracted at its far side.   

Negative refraction is expected when the group velocity g⃑h  – which has the direction of energy 

propagation – is antiparallel to the wavevector inside the crystal ��⃑ �n.  As the first bandgap in 

ΓM direction is expected to end at 180 kHz, it is expected that at 190 kHz  g⃑h is antiparallel to 

��⃑ �n because the mode at 190 kHz lies in the second band of the dispersion curve, therefore its 

derivative is negative. Figure 7.9 shows this concept graphically, highlighting that ��⃑ || 
component must be conserved for continuity. 

 
Figure 7.9: The purple triangular line represents the outline of the prismatic phononic crystal employed seen 

from above. The big red arrow represents the propagation direction of the ultrasound signal. In the second band, 

 g⃑h is antiparallel to ��⃑ �n . ��⃑ || must be conserved for continuity. 
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There are a few considerations to be made. First, showing the pressure field at frequencies after 

the first bandgap results in either seeing only negative refraction or negative and positive 

refraction at the same time. Second, the angle of positive refraction β does not have to coincide 

with α, the angle of negative refraction. They are regulated by Snell’s law as shown in Eq. 7.4, 

but it takes a computational method to derive the values of ��⃑ �n and ��⃑ o to determine the 

refraction angles.  

 

��⃑ o sin s =   ��⃑ �n sin ( ;    (7.4)  

 

Numerical simulations were performed using a 2D pressure acoustics model in COMSOL 

Multiphysics®. A prismatic phononic crystal with 23 consecutive layers was modelled by 

arranging cylinders in ΓM direction. A layered Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) was adopted 

to simulate anechoic conditions around the water control volume created to surround the 

crystal. Results of the absolute pressure field at 200 and 205 kHz are shown in Fig. 7.10. 
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(a) 

 (b)  

Figure 7.10: Model of a phononic crystal exhibiting negative refraction at (a) 200 kHz and at (b) 205 kHz. The 

wave is impinging the crystal in the positive vertical direction. 

To obtain these images, a background pressure field of 1 Pa was applied to the whole geometry 

in the vertical positive direction, which is ΓM. The signal is only refracted when exiting the 

PC. FEM predictions in COMSOL Multiphysics® are showing negatively refracted waves. 

Negative and positive refraction are both present at 200 kHz, but negative refraction can also 

be exhibited alone, as shown at 205 kHz.  

 

7.4.2 Experimental verification of negative refraction 

To demonstrate negative refraction experimentally, a prismatic stainless-steel PC was built, 

along with an additive-manufactured Inconel replica. A chirp signal from 100 to 500 kHz was 
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generated by a 25.4 mm diameter piezocomposite 300 kHz transducer. The ultrasound source 

is placed normally to the short side of the prismatic phononic crystal, in ΓM direction, both are 

shown in Figures 7.11 (a-b). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.11: Negative refraction experiment. (a) Schematic diagram of the ultrasonic source sending a signal 

towards the crystal in ΓM direction. The hydrophone scans the blue plane to show negative refraction. (b) The 

additive manufactured PC is shown to highlight the main symmetry directions and where positive and negative 

refractions are expected. 

 

The propagation direction does not change when the signal enters the crystal, as no refraction 

is expected normally to the crystal. At the crystal far side the wave is refracted, and negative 

refraction can be appreciated by scanning the blue x-z plane shown in Fig. 7.11(a) with a 

hydrophone by digitally filtering the recorded signals at the frequencies of interest. Spatial 

variations of the refracted ultrasonic field were measured using a 0.5 mm diameter hydrophone 

(λ/10 at 300 kHz) connected to a 3D translating stage. The hydrophone scanned a grid of points 

in the blue plane in a 2D horizontal plane aligned to the transducer beam axis. 

The pressure field amplitudes of the received signals were first converted in the frequency 

domain using a CZT and then digitally filtered at 196 kHz. The same experiment was repeated 

for both the conventional and the additively-manufactured crystal replica. Figure 7.12 shows 

two separated beams for each case. 
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(a) 

 (b) 

Figure 7.12: Normalised CZT magnitude at 196 kHz clearly showing positive and negative refraction obtained 

with (a) the stainless-steel PC and (b) the additively-manufactured PC.  

Both the stainless-steel PC and the Inconel PC have shown negative refraction at 196 kHz, 

which is reasonably near the predicted value of 200 kHz. 

 

7.5 Sound focusing FEM 

The same FEM of the rectangular PC in uv direction shown in Fig. 7.3 to measure the 

bandgaps also predicted zones where sound is amplified as much as 1.2 times at 175 kHz. At 
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this frequency, negative refraction is present in FEM: it is the key mechanism to obtain sound 

focusing through phononic crystals.  

The propagation direction of the field is the positive x-axis, which is ΓK in reciprocal space. 

Numerical simulations of the predicted ultrasound amplification and focusing are shown in Fig. 

7.13. 

 
Figure 7.13: Sound focusing of up to 1.2 times are predicted both near the crystal output and at a distance of x > 

30 mm at 175 kHz. 

FEM is predicting spots of concentrated energy in the vicinity of the far side of the crystal, and 

a focused zone at 70 mm, which is 50 mm after the crystal. 

 

7.5.1 Sound focusing in an experimental measure 

A similar through-transmission experiment to that carried out to measure the bandgaps was 

repeated to show evidence of sound focusing over a continuous line. A chirp signal travelled 

in ΓK direction, and the hydrophone detected a surface of 10 x 20 mm at steps of 0.5 mm.  The 

measured field time signals were converted in the frequency domain, then the results were 

digitally filtered at 206 kHz and normalised against water to measure the amplification, as 

shown in Fig. 7.14.  
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Figure 7.14: Measured ultrasound amplification obtained with the ΓK crystal at 206 kHz. The crystal would be 

to the left of this image and propagation direction is left to right (ΓK). 

The experimental results are predicting ultrasound focusing at 206 kHz in a line,. Despite the 

fact that the collimation is not exactly shaped as what was predicted by the model (shown in 

Fig.7.13), there is a clear amplification effect when measuring the middle part of the crystal far 

side. Slight differences in the linear focus shape are attributed to the superficial roughness of 

the crystal, which likely altered the scattering. 

By measuring the ultrasound field in water with the additively manufactured crystal in ΓK 

direction, it was concluded that the minimum supported frequency to have a reliable signal 

strong enough to penetrate the PC is at least 206 kHz. Altough the model predicted a focus 

zone at 175 kHz, 206 kHz was the first experimental frequency available with enough energy 

to display the sound focusing phenomenon due to the transducer limited bandwidth. Both 

predictions and experiments are showing evidence of sound focusing: 2D additively-

manufactured PCs in water were shown capable of focusing ultrasound. 

 

7.6 Conclusions 

Phononic crystals are designed to manipulate sound when its wavelength is in the order of 

magnitude of the crystal lattice constant. Experiments and FEM on ΓK oriented flat sided 

crystals have shown evidence of bandgaps at similar frequencies. These results were double 

checked against the MST analytical predictions, and it was also measured that additively-
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manufactured crystals can exhibit slightly deeper and wider bandgaps. Experiments and FEM 

on a prismatic crystals have shown negative refraction in both the additively manufactured and 

the stainless-steel phononic crystals. Lastly, the flat sided additively-manufactured crystal in 

ΓK direction was shown capable of focusing sound. Therefore, SLM as an additive-

manufacturing technique is confirmed as a valid fabrication method for phononic crystals for 

use in water in the 200-300 kHz frequency range.  
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8.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has presented an in-depth analysis of a number of metamaterials for use in water. 

This is in contrast to previous work, which mainly concentrated on using similar devices in air, 

where the task is simpler because of the greater acoustic impedance mismatch of common 

materials and air.  

8.1.1 Holey acoustic metamaterials  

Chapter 3 presented the background to AMMs and the methods whereby they could be 

modelled using FEM. This was followed by experimental validation in Chapter 4. This analysis 

showed that metallic metamaterials in the form of periodically perforated plates could achieve 

sub-wavelength imaging. This was possible due to the combined action of Fabry-Pérot 

resonances in each channel and the evanescent component present within a short distance of 

the metamaterial far side.  

FP resonances mostly depend on the metamaterial thickness, the hole aperture dimension and 

shape, and will resonate with a different amplitude based on the harmonic chosen (in a similar 

way to musical instruments). It was found that the aspect ratio h/a (hole depth divided by width) 
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of the channels strongly influences the position and the intensity of each FP resonance. The 

acoustic response of holey AMMs is the result of the interplay between resonances in the 

channels and the acoustic modes generated by the bulk structures containing holes. The use of 

metal substrates aims to reduce the effects of the latter to a minimum. 

Predictions of FP resonances within single square holes were found to be quite narrowband 

and relatively near the expected theoretical frequency with an error of less than 10% at the 

fundamental. FEM then predicted that multiple holes could cooperate to generate stronger and 

slightly more broadband resonances, which is an important feature of the predicted response. 

This was successively confirmed experimentally employing tungsten metamaterials. 

For such metallic metamaterials to be considered for biomedical applications, the excitation 

signal has to be at least in the order of hundreds of kHz. At 276 kHz, which is the frequency 

for which sub-wavelength imaging was demonstrated through a 6 mm thick metamaterial, the 

wavelength in water is 5.4 mm. The holes need to be much smaller in width than this 

wavelength, i.e. < 1 mm, and not all additive manufacturing techniques allow this. This was 

achieved using selective laser melting (SLM), but the limit of hole size possible for a 6 mm 

thick plate with multiple holes was approximately 0.6 mm (or an aspect ratio of approximately 

1:10). Thus, the design only had typically one hole visible to the E-shaped aperture to collimate 

the transmitted pressure field. Imaging resolution can be improved by employing more holes 

[1] but there are two problems: (i) additive-manufacturing often require a threshold wall 

thickness to separate holes, and often also a threshold in the aspect ratio h/a and (ii)  resonant 

channels whose aperture is too sub-wavelength become lossy [2].  

Tungsten metamaterials were shown to exhibit sub-wavelength imaging. It was found that 

higher channel aspect ratios generated stronger resonances which tended to be nearer the 

expected theoretical frequency. To demonstrate sub-wavelength imaging experimentally, a 

tungsten metamaterial was additively-manufactured using selective laser melting. Both the 

acoustic response and the imaging experiments highlighted wider peaks than in simulations: 

this is thought to be an effect of the superficial roughness and holes imperfections in the walls 

of each channel (noting that in the simulations, all holes were smooth and perfectly repeated).  

One of the conclusions drawn from this imaging is that imperfections can be beneficial when 

a broadband analysis is needed. In other words, it is not necessarily true that more expensive, 

more precise and usually slower additive-manufacturing techniques are always going to be best 
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choice. Furthermore, it was confirmed that a single row or column of holes is enough to 

collimate the acoustic field both numerically and experimentally. 

Finally, both the nickel-alloy employed for sub-wavelength slit detection and the tungsten 

metamaterials have shown that selective laser melting is a suitable technique to build 

collimating metamaterials for use in water in the hundreds of kHz frequency range.  

 

8.1.2 Trapped-air AMMs 

In Chapter 5, trapped-air metamaterials for sub-wavelength imaging in water were described. 

The main advantages of this design are that: (i) a trapped air layer prevents a good portion of 

ultrasound from entering the bulk structure due to the acoustic impedance difference with water 

and (ii) a trapped air AMM can be employed for broadband sub-wavelength imaging in water. 

Further, to build a metamaterial for use in water using polymers is cheaper and more widely 

available to the scientific community than its metal counterpart. Even if bulk polymer is far 

from optimal due to its similar acoustic impedance to water, trapping air within a polymer layer 

was shown to work well in creating an effective AMM structure. 

Despite these benefits, there are several factors that needed to be considered in the frequency 

range of interest, including the thickness of the polymer layers, and how the structure could be 

easily additively manufactured so as to be waterproof. The polymer layer should be as thin as 

possible, but then waterproofing can be a problem. From experience, micro-stereolithography 

only allows walls with a minimum thickness of 0.6 mm. Unwanted bending distortions during 

the curing of flat resin geometries is an obstacle, and water pressure can alter the geometry 

when thin polymer layers are submerged. The aspect ratio of each channel is yet another 

challenge from a manufacturing perspective.  

FEM predicted resonances of both air volumes and water channels in the acoustic response of 

trapped air AMMs, and also predicted that sub-wavelength imaging using water-filled resonant 

FP channels would be expected. Similarly to the tungsten case, a single row of holes was 

enough to predict collimation of the pressure field through the metamaterial. Broadband sub-

wavelength imaging was then confirmed in the experiments of Chapter 5. This is the first time 

that such trapped-air structures have been proposed for use in water. It demonstrates that a 

simple two-step process using micro-stereolithography can lead to a widely-available 

fabrication route for this and other similar structures. 
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8.1.3 Trapped-air Fresnel-type lenses 

Trapped-air Fresnel-type lenses, discussed in Chapter 6, were shown to focus ultrasound. The 

focusing effect was made possible by placing the channels strategically so to have a distance 

channels-to-focus which is a multiple of the axial focal distance. The focus was boosted by FP 

resonances in the water-filled channels by choosing an appropriate resonant thickness. This 

effect was shown for three polymer thicknesses - 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm – then with two different 

lens thicknesses - 1.48 and 2.96 mm.  

In all cases, FEM has shown a localised pressure amplification with respect to the background 

pressure. Also, most lenses achieved an increased pressure when compared to the case with the 

lens absent. This is an especially important result as a good portion of the lenses surface was 

made of trapped-air isolating ultrasound, which would have blocked a lot of acoustic energy. 

Experimentally, all lenses have shown an increase of the acoustic amplitude with respect to the 

background when estimated in the focal region using a CZT. This is in good agreement with 

the trends observed in FEM studies. Furthermore, both in FEM and experiments, additional 

transmission peaks on top of the lens focusing behaviour were seen. This is thought to be 

mainly due to the resonances within the water channels, but it could also be that air volumes 

are resonating as well: this component is hard to estimate in such layered structures, especially 

because the intensity of different harmonics is not constant. 

One downside of these lenses was that the focus point was difficult to predict a priori. This is 

thought to be due to the trapped-air lenses being composite, therefore exhibiting a more 

complicated behaviour than conventional metal lenses. FEM and experiments conducted on a 

metal lens, not shown in this thesis, were agreeing in both focal position and amplification. A 

further deviation in the trapped-air lenses, changing the position of the designed focal point, 

was also attributed to the width of each ring of transmission. These annular channels had a 

small aspect ratio (i.e. they were wider with respect to the channel length than in flat perforated 

plate AMMs). As discussed in the AMMs case, this can be detrimental for the resonance. This 

should have been accounted for in the FP Equation by the correction factor, but the aspect ratio 

of channel aperture over channel length would have been altering the frequency too much. This 

was caused by the design choice of employing 2 mm wide channel apertures and 1.48 mm 
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channel length. It was decided to fix the rings width at 2 mm to allow a comparison of three 

different lenses with wall thicknesses of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 mm encasing the same air volume. 

Therefore, trapped-air lenses and can be employed to tailor ultrasound in Fresnel-type lenses 

fabricated with micro-stereolithography. 

 

8.1.4 Phononic crystals 

In Chapter 7, phononic crystals made of regularly arranged cylindric scatterers in water were 

shown to exhibit bandgaps, negative refraction and sound focusing in water, both in simulations 

and experiments. FEM and the Multiple Scattering Theory have predicted similar zones of very 

low transmission, which can indicate bandgaps. 

Experiments on conventional and additively-manufactured crystals exhibited similar bandgaps, 

although the additively-manufactured ones were deeper and slightly more broadband. This 

result was not necessarily anticipated, as irregularities due to superficial roughness could have 

made scattering less consistent, but is coherent with the trends seen in AMMs in that surface 

roughness increased bandwidths. In the negative refraction experiment, refraction angles in 

both the conventional and the additive-manufactured cases were similar, and the possibility of 

achieving sound focusing in FEM and in experiments was also shown. It can be concluded that 

selective laser melting (SLM) using Inconel 718 proved to be effective to fabricate phononic 

crystals for use in water in the hundreds of kHz range. 

 

8.2 Future Work 

8.2.1 AMMs 

There are some possible improvements to AMMs in the form of holey plates that could be of 

interest. For example, optimising FP resonances as a function of hole shape, geometry, and 

materials to isolate sound from the bulk would be useful. Horns have interesting acoustic 

properties such as enhanced acoustic transmission and directivity [2], hence they could be an 

interesting candidate for replacing a straight-sided hole. Making walls thinner to increase the 

filling fraction, e.g. how much surface is occupied by the hole in a given unit lattice, could also 

be valuable.  
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Different additive-manufacturing techniques to build AMMs could be investigated - for 

example direct laser writing and chemical vapour deposition has been employed to build 

photonic metamaterials in the nm scale [3]. A technique which could allow holes in the order 

of µm is the two-photon polymerization [4]. Finding an optimal way to build metamaterials 

could be the key to allow holey plates to be used for high-frequency biomedical imaging. 

Employing different resonators, for example membrane resonators [5] or space-coiled meta-

atoms [6] could also lead to some interesting properties. 

 

8.2.2 Trapped-air metamaterials 

In addition to the same factors and considerations made for metallic AMMs, trapped-air 

designs could be improved in other ways. Finding an ideal material to isolate air from the water-

filled channels could be helpful. Metal thin plates would be thinner than the polymer walls 

adopted. An option could be to employ a material whose acoustic impedance is very similar to 

water, but rigid enough to hold blocks of air without changing their shape. In this way, 

resonances could be formed in the water-filled channels while air isolates sound. Employing a 

vacuum instead of air could be of interest for a greater acoustic isolation of the bulk, but this 

would likely require a more rigid materials or a significantly thicker polymer wall thickness.    

8.2.3 Trapped-air Fresnel-type lenses 

There are ways in which trapped-air lenses could possibly be improved. For example, an 

optimisation of the resonances, which could require thicker lenses for a higher aspect ratio of 

channel length over channel aperture, would enhance the FP resonance and therefore boost the 

focal point amplification. Also, employing different materials or additive-manufacturing 

techniques could be helpful. Further, employing non-flat geometries could allow the design of  

trapped-air hyperlenses [7], metalenses [8] or superlenses [9].  

Using phase-delaying channels, such as those described in [10], where curled channels were 

shown to have a similar amplification with a 40% reduction in diameter, could be of interest. 

In the same work, flaps were added to the lenses to guide the signal towards the focus to further 

boost the amplification thanks to surface resonances, which could be also helpful in this 

context. 
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8.2.4 Future work on phononic crystals 

Future work on PCs should look at producing an optimised filling fraction of scatterers in a 

unit lattice, as this can allow the generation of wider bandgaps, and optimising scatterers by 

comparing different additive-manufacturing techniques could prove helpful. Optimising the 

number of layers to achieve the desired sound screening or focusing effect tailored for each 

application could be a valid application-focused approach. PCs could also benefit from coated 

scatterers. One of the first 3D metamaterials was made of spheres coated in rubber, as local 

resonances can further enhance the bandgap’s sound screening effect. 

 

8.3 Extension to higher frequencies 

One of the aims of this work was to pave the way for the use of AMMs for higher acoustic 

frequencies, to benefit biomedical and human health monitoring applications. This would 

require AMMs to work in the MHz range. To extend this work for biomedical applications, 

assuming an operational frequency of 1.5 MHz, the wavelength in water would be ~1 mm.  

λ/10 would then be 100 µm. Designing a holey AMM with 10 holes to collimate the sub-

wavelength object would require a building resolution in the order of tens of µm.  

Typical 3D printed sensors for biomedical applications [11] in the scale of tens of µm are made 

with stereolithography and polyjet, but holey structures can be harder to manufacture than 

bulky devices, although two-photon processes show promise in obtaining very good resolution, 

but over a smaller volume. Another problem is the repeatability of such techniques and the 

mechanical properties of the produced devices. Despite this, there are many biomedical 

applications which could benefit from the use of AMMs, and improvements in additive-

manufacturing techniques is expected to reflect positively on such devices. 
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